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Chapter 6
Graceful Degradation of Queues

This chapter contains a study of applying the Z notation in the specification of the graceful
degradation of replicated queues. The replicated queuesadopt a concurrency control method
basedon a quorum consensusalgorithm [Her186].
The Z notation is applied in this chapter to specify a one copy queue whose behaviour is
shown to be equivalent to the behaviour of an implementation of a replicated queue similarly
described in the Z notation. That is, the replicated queue is shown to be a correct implementation of a one queue specification. The activities that occur at the design stagepresentedin
this chapter take the form of constructing two models of a system:

1

onemodelrepresentsthe specificationof the systemasa one copy queuethat hasthe
requiredproperties,and

2

the othermodelrepresentsan implementationof the systemasa networkof replicated
priority queuesthatfollow a quorumconsensusalgorithmfor concurrencycontrol.

The implementation is then proved using two different approaches, with varying degreesof
success,to meet the specification. The first approach applies data refinement conditions for
the Z notation [Spiv89A, Dillr90, Pottr9l].

The second approach uses informal proof

sketchesto prove that the behavioursimplied by the specification and implementation are of
the sametype.
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6.1

Introduction

The replicated queuesare examplesof simple replicated databasesystems where the only operations are enqueue and dequeue.

The operations form complete transactions, hence

there is no need to have either commit or abort operations.
The one copy serialization property is too strict for some applications and a more relaxed requirement is useful. The work by Herlihy and Wing [Her191] describes how the one copy
serialization property can be relaxed in a controlled manner, such that the requirements form
a lattice of acceptable behaviours. Each node in the lattice represents the behaviour capable
of a replicated queue with a different quorum intersection constraint. The lattice describes
how the behaviour of a priority queue can degrade gracefully to that of a degeneratepriority
queue. The importance of a lattice structureis that a lattice reflects the relationships between
its members, showing how members of the lattice can be compared meaningfully.

In the

case where the members in a lattice are specifications, it is important to know that changesin
constraints do not imply a completely different specification.
The basic characteristics of a priority queue are that it always returns the element with the
highest priority whenever requested and it only returns an element once. In some circumstances such strict requirements are not necessary and it is acceptable to reduce the constraints on the behaviour of a queue. If the behaviour of a priority queue is a subset of the
behaviour of the less strict queue, then the behaviour of the former is said to gracefully degrade to the latter. This is interpreted to mean that the behaviour of a priority queue is still
possible by the less strict queue, but the less strict queue is also capable of other types of behaviour.
The concept of graceful degradation can be seenfrom a different perspective by considering
a replicated queue implemented by several sites. When a sufficient number of sites are in
agreement with each other, the replicated queues exhibit the behaviour of a single priority
queue. Under fault conditions, when one or more sites or communication links fail, the behaviour of a replicated queue is shown to degrade gracefully to a set of less strict requirements.

- 222 This chapter is based on the real time priority queue example given by Herlihy and Wing
[Herl9l].

The behaviour of a priority queue can degrade to a multiple priority queue, an out

of order priority queue, or a degenerate priority queue. The possible behaviours of these
four queues form a relaxation lattice.

The two main differences between the method

presentedhere and that advocatedby Herlihy and Wing are that the specifications are written
in the Z notation instead of Larch, and that the verification is achieved directly by informal
proof sketches instead of proof sketches based on the concept of quorum consensus automata.
In the four implementations of replicated queues, the descriptions of the queue operations are
not changed. The only changes are to the invariants that describe the relationships between
the sites that are accessedfor the queue operations. The four specifications of the replicated
queues correspond to the four different one copy queues that define the required behaviour
of the replicated queues.
The network of sites is represented as a function from sites to queues. The behaviour of a
replicated queue is modelled as though the queue operations are received by a transaction
manager that distributes queue operations to individual queues located at the sites. In an actual replicated queue, it is the individual sites that receive the operations and the control of
the network is distributed across the network, with each site acting independently of the
other sites, but in a cooperative manner.
The complete descriptions of the queues are given in the Z notation such that the data that
determines the behaviour of the system are made explicit. The behaviour of each queue is
described in terms of operations that change the state of the queue and the schemasthat represent theseoperations are connectedtogether to form an overall description of the queue.

As with the two other studies,all the schemasfor this studyare includedin this chapterand
therebyrepresentworthwhile unabridgedexamplesof implementationsof complexsystems
describedin the Z notation.
Table 6.1 indicates the principal schemasin the specification and implementation of each of

in Section6.2 to 6.6.
thefour typesof queuesdescribed
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Swnrnary of Schemasin Chapter 6

QueueType

Specification

Implementation

Priority

Queue_Spec = Enqueue v
Dequeue

Queue_imp = Intersection A
(Site_Enq v Site_Deq)

Page231

Page 244

Returnsan elementwith the highest priority from thosestoredin
thequeue

DemonstrateQueue_Spec and Queue_Imp areequivalent in
Sections6.2.3 and 6.2.4

Multiple

Priority

Returnseither an elementthat has
the highestpriority or one that
hasbeenreturnedbeforeand that

MP_Queue_Spec=

MP_Queue_Imp=

MP_Enqueue v
MP_Dequeue

MP-Intersection A (Site_Enq
v Site_Deq)

Page266

Page269

hasa priority greaterthanany elementin thequeue
DemonstrateMP Queue_Spec and MP Oueue_Imp are
equivalentin Sections6.3.3 and 6.3.4
Out of Order

OO_Queue_Spec=
00_Enqueue v

00 Queue_Imp=
00-Intersection A (Site_Enq

from thoseelementsstoredin the

00_Dequeue

v Site_Deq)

queue

Page282

Page285

Returnsan elementin any order

Demonstrate00 Queue Spec and 00

Queue_Imp are

equivalentin Sections6.4.3 and 6.4.4
Degenerate Priority
Returnsanelementin any order
andany numberof timesfrom

DP_Queue_Imp= Site_Enq v
DP_Queue_Spec=
DP_Enqueuev DP_Dequeue Site_Deq
Page298

Page300

thoseelementsthat havebeen

staredin thequeue
DemonstrateDP_Queue_Spec and DP Queue_Imp are
equivalentin Sections6.5.3 and 6.5.4

The lattice structureof the behavioursof the four typesof queuesis discussedin Section6.6
and Section6.7containsa summaryof the mainresultsof this study.
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6.2 Priority Queue
The behaviour of a priority queue is such that the elements are removed from the queue
once and in strict priority order. The study of a priority is split into the following sections:
6.2.1 Specification of a One Copy Priority Queue
6.2.2 Implementation of a ReplicatedPriority Queue
6.2.3 Verification using Refinement Conditions of a Priority Queue

6.2.4Verification usinga ProofSketchof EquivalentBehaviourof a Priority Queue

6.2.1 Specificationof a One Copy Priority Queue
The specification in this section representsthe storage of data in queues. Figure 6.1 illustrates the interactions between the operation schemasand state schemasin the specification
of a one copy priority queue.
Figure 6.1 Interactions in the Specification of a Priority Queue
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TIME
The set ELEMENT represents the type of data that is stored in the queue. The given set
ELEMENT is assumedto contain other information such as the priority. The hidden components of the type ELEM ENT are accessedby projection functions.
The given set LETTER is used in the implementation schemasto identify the sites that contain a copy of the queue.

The given set TIME is includedasthe meansof determiningthe order in which operations
are performed.

Proof Obligation for the Given Sets
The members of the given sets can be replaced by standard sets or tuples of standard

sets to illustrate the consistencyof the models of the specificationsused in this
chapter.

Bags are used to represent the method of storing data in queues. The next schema specifies

two operatorsfor bags.
[X]

Add_Bag : (bag Xx X) -> bag X
Delete Bag : (bag Xx

Va:

X) -4 bag X

bagX; b: X-

Add_Bag (a, b) =a ®{b y count ab+ 1) n
Delete-Bag (a, b) =a® {b H max {0, count ab-

1))

The bag operator Add_Bag updates the count of an element in a bag for the addition of a

new memberand the bag operatorDelete Bag updatesthe count of an elementin a bag
for thedeletionof anelement. The setoperatormax ensuresthat thecount of an elementis
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always positive.
The generic schema below defines three projection functions to retrieve each of the elements of tuples with three components.

[X, Y, Z]
First : (X xYx

Z) ---> X

Second : (X xYx

Third : (X xYx

Vx:

Z) -> Y

Z) ---> Z

X; y: Y; z: ZFirst (x, y, z) =xA

Second (x, y, z) =yA

Third (x, y, z) =z

Operator ::= enq I deq

The abovefree datadeclarationspecifiesthe two operators,enq anddeq, for the queuesin
this chapter.

Status ::= okay I error
The operations that are performed are given the status of okay, the ones that are not are
given the status of error.

Proof Obligationfor theFree TypeDefinitions
Both free type definitions for Operator and Status do not contain recursive branches,
hence their definitions are consistent.
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Operation == (Operator x ELEMENT x TIME)

The operations are representedby the global syntactic type Operation.

priority : ELEMENT -4 N

The function priority maps each member of the given set ELEMENT to a natural number

thatrepresentsits priority. Thedetailsof how this is achievedare not specifiedhere.

Response =_ (Status x ELEMENT)

The queuesrespond to each operation with an output of the type given by Response.

null : ELEMENT

The identifier null is a member of the given set ELEMENT and representsthe caseswhere

no usefuldataareassignedto acomponentof an operationor a response.

History == P (Operation x Response)
Therecordof operationsperformedandresponses
of thequeuesarerepresentedby thedata
type History. The given set TIME is includedin the type Operation to allow the order of
operationsto be identified. Otherpossiblemeansfor derivingthe orderincludeusinga partial function from TIME to setsof operations(without a time component)and responses.

- 228 In the specification of priority queuesit is necessaryto be able to construct a queue based
on a history of queue operations. The function below provides a means of constructing
such queues.

Create_Bag : History +j bag ELEMENT

The function Create Bag transforms a history of operations into a bag of elements,which
represents a queue. The function is partial over all possible histories because some histories cannot be produced by using the operations defined here. An implementation of this
function could be one that returns the final stateof a queue by simulating the operation of a
queue basedon the set of operation and responsepairs.
The schema Queue defines the data type that represents priority

queues in the

specification.

Queue
q: bag ELEMENT
h: History

q=

Create Bag h

The bag q in the schema Queue representsthe data held in the queue and the set h records
all the successful operations performed on that queue. A sequenceis not needed to record
the order of occurrence of operations since the type Operation contains a time component.
The history component is included to facilitate the comparison of the behaviours implied by
the specification and implementation of the queues by identifying the state of the queue.
The component q is not strictly necessary as it can always be derived from the h component using the function Create_Bag. The invariant of the schema statesthat the contents

- 229 of the component q must always be consistent with the recorded history component.
The schema Enqueue below specifiesthe enqueueoperation performed on a queue.

Enqueue

AQueue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = enq
q' = Add_Bag (q, Second Op?)
Res! _ (okay, null)

h' =hu {(Op?,Res!)}

The input to the schemaEnqueue is Op? which is a tuple that containsthe identifier for
the enqueue operator as the first component and the element value as the second component.

The outputRes! is a tuple with the okay statusas the first componentand theelementnull
valueasthe secondcomponent.

Proof Obligation for the Schema Enqueue
Adherence to the type rules of the Z notation is enforced by CAD Q.

The componentsq andh areupdatedby the schemaEnqueue.
The invariantof the schemaQueue is that
q= Create Bag h
hence, there is a proof obligation to ensure that q' and h' are related by the partial
function Create Bag, i. e.

q= Create Bag h

q' = Create Bag h'

- 230 However, the function Create_Bag is not given a formal specification, but is given an
informal definition based on a simulation of the specification. Therefore, a requirement for any implementation of Create Bag is that all valid histories of operations
must result in the queue value given by the specification. Namely, if q' results from a
particular enqueueoperation, then Create_Bag must be able to re-construct q' from
the historical records. Therefore, by definition, satisfiesthe invariant.

The schema Dequeue below specifies the behaviour of the queue in responseto a dequeue
operation.

Dequeue
zQueue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = deq
q# 01 A
(3 eout : ELEMENT "
1
eout in qA
(V e:

ELEMENT je in q" priority eout)

priority e) A

q' = Delete Bag (q, eout) A Res! = (okay, eout) A
h' =hu

{(Op?, Res!)})

v

q= 01 A0 Queue' =0 Queue A Res! = (error,null)

The type of operation is identified by the first component of the input tuple Op? in the
schema Dequeue. The second component of the input is not used. The output tuple has a
first component of the status value okay and a second component of the element with the
highest priority value of the membersof the queue.

-231A dequeueoperation performed on an empty queue results in no change of state.

Proof Obligation for the SchemaDequeue
Adherence to the type rules of the notation is enforced by CAW.
The invariant of the schema Queue is based on the function Create Bag being able
to re-construct q' from the updated history component h'. This is a basic requirement
of Create Bag, hencethe invariant must be satisfied.

The schemaQueue_Spec specifiesthe queueasthedisjunctionof the schemasEnqueue

andDequeue.
Queue_Spec

EnqueueV Dequeue

The invariants for the schema Queue are obviously satisfied by this operation becausethe

componentschemasmaintaintheinvariants.
Preconditions of the schema Queue-Spec
The simplified preconditions of the schema Queue_Spec

are defined in the schema

Pre Queue_Spec_Simple
below.
Pre Queue_SpecSimple

I

Queue
Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

Thesimplified preconditionsarecheckedby verifying thefollowing schema.
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Simplified_6_1 = pre Queue_Spec

Pre_Queue_Spec_Simple

The initial stateis representedby the schema below.

r

Initial_Queue_Spec

I

Queue'
q' = 1I]1
h' =0

Proof Obligation for the Initial State
The schema Initiai_Queue_Spec is obviously a valid element of the state described

by the schemaQueue.

The schema Queue_Spec is total over all possible values of the component q, but not all
values of the component h becausesome histories cannot be achieved by using the operations defined by the schemas. For instance, the history may contain operation and response
pairs of dequeueoperations that remove elements that have not been enqueued. It is possible to constrain the value of the history component to those events that are possible by a
single priority queue, but this may clash with that specified indirectly by the schema
Queue_Spec.

6.2.2 Implementation of a ReplicatedPriority Queue
The implementation of a priority queue is given in terms of three schemas. One
schema
specifies the invariants that apply to the initial and final quorums, and the other two schemas specify the changes of statein responseto the enqueueand dequeueoperations. Figure
6.2 illustrates the interactions between the schemasused in the implementation of a priority

- 233 queue.
Figure 6.2 Interactions in the Implementation of a Priority Queue

Some preliminary data declarations have to be made before the schema definitions.

Site == LETTER

The queuesare consideredto be replicatedat sitesandeachsiteis identified by a member
of the given set LETTER. The set Site is defined aboveto be syntacticallyequivalentto
the setof LETTER.

Quorum == IPSite
A quorumis a set of sitesand representseither the sites accessedbefore an operationis

- 234 performed or the sites communicated with after an operation has been performed. The
quorums of the sites accessedbefore operations are performed are called initial quorums,
and those containing the sites that are communicated with after operations are performed
are called final quorums. Different quorums can apply for different operations and sites.
The schema Quorum_Set below declares the two sets that represent the initial and final
quorums.

Quorum-Set
Final l (Operator x Quorum)
Initial :P (Operator x Quorum)

V fq : Quorum; op : Operator I (op, fq) E Final " fq ý0
V iq : Quorum; op : Operator I (op, iq) E Initial " iq A0
V op : Operator "
Site =
{ q1 : Quorum; sl : Site I (op, q1) E Final n s1 E q1 "
s1} A
Site =
{q1 : Quorum; s1 : Site I (op, q1) E Initial A Si F ql "

S1}
Final

0

Initial ý0

Membersof thesetsInitial andFinal aretuplesof pairsof operatorand quorum.
The predicate part of the schema Quorum Set is not strictly necessaryfor the operation of
the quorum consensusalgorithm but, as a practical consideration, it is sensible to have each
site included in at least one of the quorums, for there not to be any empty quorums, and the
two sets of quorums not to be empty.
The relationships between the quorums are specified in the schema Intersection below.
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Intersection
Quorum_Set

(Q11
V iq : Quorum I (deq,iq) E Initial "
V fq : Quorum I (enq, fq) F Final " iq n fq ý0
{Q2]

V iq : Quorum (deq,iq) F Initial "
`d fq : Quorum I (deq, fq) F Final " iq n fq ;0

The first predicate, [Q1), states that all the initial quorums for the dequeue operator intersect all the final quorums for the enqueueoperator.

The secondpredicate,{Q2j, statesthat all the initial quorumsfor the dequeueoperator
intersectall thefinal quorumsfor thedequeueoperator.
No information is given about what the sets Final and Initial actually contain. The only
restrictions are that the members must satisfy the properties given in the schemas
Quorum_Set

and Intersection . The actual replicated queue system would have the

quorums set up for each site and these would be fixed (assuming no faults occur). However, at this level of abstraction,it is sufficient to assumethat they exist and the one chosen
on each occasion is selected by the omnipresent controller instead of being controlled by
which site receives the request to perform each queue operation.

A singlequeueis representedby the schemaSingle_Q below.
Single-0
0:

bag ELEMENT

A schemarepresentsa single queueinsteadof a variable of the type bag of ELEMENT

- 236 which provides another example of using Z schemasto represent multiple objects. Using
schemas instead of other types also means that the characteristics of the queues can be
changedeasily.
The initial state of the single queue is an empty bag for the component Q.

Initial_Single_Q

I

Single-Q'

1J!

0'
=

Proof Obligation for the Initial State
The empty bag is always a valid bag, hence the initial stategiven above must exist.

It is necessaryto definesomeoperationto modify the bindingsto theschemaSingle-0 so
that new elementscanbe addedor old elementsdeleted.
Add

-Q

OSingle Q
new? : ELEMENT

Q' = Add_Bag (0, new?)

Note that, from the definition of the bag operation Delete_Bag given previously, deleting
an element that is not in the bag results in no change to the object bound to the component

Q.

- 237 Delete_Q
ASingie_Q
old? : ELEMENT

Q' = Delete Bag (Q, old?)

Instead of schemas,functions for modifying the bindingsto Single_Q could had been
defined, but using schemasto represent operations ties up with the work in Chapter 5.
Three further operators are required to test the conditions of the current binding to the

schematype Single-Q.

Not Empty_Q
9' Single_Q
_:
Vq:

Single_Q " Not_EmptyQq'q.

0 ;4 11

i

The prefix operatorNot Empty Q returnsa true value if and only if the componentQ is
not an empty bag.

Empty_Q

_:

P Single
-Q

V q: Single Q" Empty_Qq

q. 0= 11

The prefix operator Empty_Q returns a true value if and only if the component Q is
an

emptybag.
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_

In_Q

Ve:

_:

ELEMENT <-4 Single_Q

ELEMENT; q: Single_Q "e In_Q q4eF

dom q. Q

The infix operator In_Q is true if and only if the given element is in the given queue value.
The two functions are declared globally below and are defined for histories of operations.

Create-0 : History -+- Single_Q
Merge :P History -+->History

The function Create_Q transforms a history of operations into a binding of the schema
type Single

_Q

which representsa particular queue state. An implementation of this func-

tion can be one that simulates the operation of a queue based on the set of operation and
responsepairs, and returns the final state of the queue. The primary purpose of the function
Create_Q is to link the histories that are used in later proof sketches with the values of
queuesand not to form part of any actual implementation.
The function Merge reconciles a set of records of operations into one consistent set of
records. The function ensures that all operations mentioned in any history are included
once only and that there are no duplicates nor missing operations.
Functions are used becauseeach element in the domains is mapped to only one element in
the ranges. Both the functions Create-0

and Merge are many to one functions as several

histories can result in the samequeue and the samemerged history can result from different
combinations of distributed histories. Partial functions are used becausesome elements of
the type History are not be valid records of operations capable of priority queues, and some
elements of the type P History can contain inconsistent information.

- 239 The variables declared in the schema Replication below are refen"ed to by the site schemas
defined later.

Replication
R_Q : Site -4 Single
-Q

H_R : Site --> History
Vs:

Site " R_Q s= Create_Q(H_R s)

The function R_Q representsthe whole network of queues and provides the mapping from
a site to the queue located at that site. Each queue is represented as a binding with the
schema type Single_Q.
The function H
_R

gives the mapping from each site to the record of operations seenby that

site.
The invariant in the schemaReplication statesthat eachsingle queuemust be consistent
with the historical record maintained for that queue.
The schema Site Enq specifies the change of state and preconditions for the enqueue
operation.
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Site_Enq
Quorum-Set
ORep!ication
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = enq
3 q' : Single_Q; h: History "
P1 iq : Quorum I (enq,iq) E Initial "
h=

Merge {s:

Site IsE

iq " H_R s) A

q' _

(jAdd Q
o Single_Q = Create_Q hA

new? = Second Op? "

6 Single_Q'))
Postconditionsdescriptionof newstate
A

(31fq : Quorum I (enq,fq) E Final "
Res! _ (okay, null) A
H R' =
H R®

{s: Site ISE fq "
s-

R_Q' =R

H_R suhu

_Q

®{s:

{(Op?, Res!)} }A

Site ISE fq "sH

q' })

The schema Site Enq does not model the behaviour of any particular site, but gives the
specification of all the sites in terms of the functions H

_R

and R_Q.

The schema Site_Enq states that an initial quorum for the enqueue operation is selected
from the set of initial quorums such that the composite (merged) history of all operations

- 241 creates the current state of an hypothetical queue. This hypothetical queue is updated by
adding the new element given in the input Op?.
The postconditions of the schema Site_Enq are basedon a final quorum being selected for
the enqueue operation from the set of final quorums. All sites in that final quorum have
their historical records and queuesupdatedto reflect the changes.
The constructed queue, q', is existentially quantified to reduce the size of the predicates;
only the value it representsis usedin the new stateof the system.

Proof Obligation for the SchemaSite_Enq

Adherenceto the typerulesfor theZ notationhasbeenenforcedby CADO.
and R_Q are updated using functional override such that a set ele_R
ments are modified, henceretaining their functional properties.
The functions H

The invariant of the schema Replication is that all historical records for the sites
given by the function HR

are linked to their corresponding queue value given by the

function R_Q. The linkage between histories and single queues is given by the function Create-Q. The function Create Q is not defined formally, but a basic requirement of the function is that all valid histories give rise to the same queue values as
would a single queue described in the implementation. Therefore the invariants are
satisfied by definition.

The schema Site_Deq below specifies the change of state and preconditions for the
dequeueoperation.

- 242 Site_Deq
Quorum-Set
OReplication
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = deq

3 q, q' : Single_Q; h: History "
(3 iq : Quorum (deq,iq) E Initial "
1
h= Merge {s:
q=

Site IsE

iq " H_R s)) A

Create_Q hA

(Not_Empty_QqA
(3 eout : ELEMENT I eout In_Q q"
1
(V e:

ELEMENT Je In Qq"
priority eout

priority e)

Postconditionsfor non emptyqueue

A
q' _
(jDelete QI OSingle_Q =qA

old? = eout "

8 Single-Q') A
(31 fq : Quorum J (deq, fq) E Final "
Res! _ (okay, eout) A
H
_R' =
H R®
{s:

Site IsE
sH

fq "

H_R suhu

{(Op?, Res!)}) A
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R Q'_

R_QG){s : Site IsE

fq- sH

q'})))v

Empty_Q q
Empty queue condition

A0 Replication' =6 Replication A Res! = (error, null)

An initial quorum for the dequeueoperator is selectedfrom the set of initial quorums and a
composite history is formed from all the sites in that initial quorum. A queue is then constructed based on this history. The constructed queue is existentially quantified to reduce
the complexity of the schema by reducing the number of times the term Create_Q h is
repeated. An element value, eout, is chosen such that it is a member of the constructed
queue and it has the highest priority. This element is deleted from the composite queue. A
final quorum for the dequeue operator is then selected from the set of final quorums, and
the historical records and queuesfor all the sites in the selectedfinal quorum are updated.

Proof Obligation for the SchemaSite_Deq

Adherenceto the typerulesfor theZ notationhasbeenenforcedby CAD2.
The functions HR

and R_Q are updatedusing functional override such that a set ele-

ments are modified, hence retaining their functional properties.
The invariant of the schema Replication is that all historical records for the sites

given by the functionHR are linked to their correspondingqueuevaluegivenby the
function R_Q is satisfied by definition of the function H

_R.

The schema Queue Imp specifies the replicated queue implementation of a priority queue.
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Queue_Imp ^ intersection A (Site_Enq V Site_Deq)

Preconditions for the SchemaSite Deq
The schema Pre_Queue_Imp_Simple

below specifies the simplified preconditions of the

schemaQueue_Imp.
Pre_Queue_imp_Simple

I

Intersection

Replication
Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

The correctness of these preconditions is expressedin the schemabelow.

Simplified 6_2 ^ pre Queue Imp 4

Pre_Queue_Imp_Simple

The initial state is defined by the following schema.
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Initial-Queue-Imp
Replication'
Single-Q'

Initial_Single_Q}

R_Q' _ {s : Site "sH0
H_R' ={s:

Site " s"

01

The schema Initial_Queue_Imp describes the state in which all the bindings in the range
of the function R_Q are equal to the initial state of the schema Single_Q. Also, the func-

tion H mapsall theelementsin its domainto theemptyset.
_R
Proof Obligation for the Initial State
The definitions of the function R_Q and H

have the correct functional types. The
_R
correspondencebetween no operations in the historical records for the sites and the
initial queue value conforms to the requirement for the function Create
usedin the
_Q
schema Replication, hence an initial state given by the schema Initial-Queue-Imp
must be possible.

6.2.3 Verification using RefinementConditions of a Priority Queue
The schema Verify below expressesthe correctnesscriterion for the implementation to be
equivalent to the specification.

Verify ^ Queue_Imp 4

Queue Spec

An alternative approach to the verification of the implementation is to prove that the imple-

mentationis a refinementof the specificationby the three refinementconditionsfor the Z
notation[Spiv89A, Dillr9Q, Pottr9l]. It is the latterapproachtakenin this sectionand,for

- 246 comparison, the next section contains a proof sketch of the schema Verify. Appendix D. 1
contains a simple animation of a priority queue which may help to understand the proof
sketch in this section.
Abstraction Schema
Before the data refinement conditions are expressedit is necessaryto define a schema linking the abstract (specification) and the concrete (implementation) states. The schema
Abstract Queue below does this for the priority queue example.

Abstract Queue

Replication
Queue

q= (Create_Q(Merge(ran H_R))).0
h=

Merge (ran H_R)

The schema Abstract Queue uses the partial functions Create

_Q

and Merge to con-

structthe componentsq and h basedon thehistoriesof operations.
The reason for adopting the above form for the abstraction schemais to be compatible with
the requirement for the responsesof replicated queue to be equivalent to the responsesof a
one copy queue. That is, the history of operations performed on the one copy queue is consistent with the history of operations performed on the collection of replicated queues.

Figure 6.3 illustratesthe relationshipbetweenthe concreteand abstractstatesthat is provided by the schemaAbstract Queue.
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Each abstract state in the specification is related by the abstraction schema to at least one
concrete state in an implementation. This can be seenby considering any valid abstracthistory component, h, and queue component, q. A possible concrete state given by the schema
Abstract Queue is a single site mapped to the samevalue as the history component h by
the function H R, and the samesite mapped to an equivalent queue component to q by the
function R_Q. This does not guaranteethat the history h is possible by the concrete queue
operations in the implementation, although there is strong intuitive evidence to suggest that
this is the case. Other solutions that involve several sites are also possible.
Becausethe functions Create

_Q

and Merge are not specified formally it is not possible to

prove the three refinement conditions formally. However, the conditions do provide the
basis for informal argumentsabout the validity of the refinement process.

Initialization Condition
The initialization
Initial-Rule

condition for this example is expressed in the schema equation

Q below.
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Initial Rule Q
Initial-Queue-Imp '
(3 Queue' " Initial_Queue_Spec A Abstract_Queue')

The schema Initial_Queue_Imp maps all sites in the domain of the function H

to empty
_R
sets. From the schema Abstract_Queue, the history used by the function Create_Q must

be the empty set, which is the initial binding for the component h. A reasonabledefinition
for the function Create_Q is that the empty set maps to the empty bag, which is the initial
binding of the component q. This gives an initial state for the Initial_Queue_Spec
schema.
Applicability Condition
The applicability condition is statedfor the implementation of priority queue in the schema

below.

Appiicability_Rule_Q
pre Queue_SpecA Abstract Queue =ý pre Queue-imp

The preconditionsfor the schemaQueue_Spec are simplified to those in the schema
Pre Queue Spec Simple. The preconditions for the schema Queue_Imp are simplified

to thosein the schemaPre_Queue_Imp Simple.
Both preconditionsrely solely on theinput operationbeingeither an enqueueor a dequeue
operation, and assuming that all abstract states can be representedby a concrete state, the

refinementactivity satisfiestheapplicabilitycondition.
CorrectnessCondition
The correctnesscondition is expressedin the schema Correctness_Rule_Q

implementationof thepriority queue.

below for the
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Correctness Rule Q
pre Queue_Spec A Abstract Queue A Queue_Imp

(3 Queue' " Abstract_Queue'A Queue_Spec)
The proof sketch of the correctnessof the data refinement uses the Lemma 6.1 below, but
before the lemma can be statedan additional function must be defined.

[X, Y]
apply

Vf:

-h->l

X) +j 9Y

X ---> Y; setX :P X-

apply (f, setX) ={x:

XIxE

setX "fx}

The function apply applies a function to all the elements in a set to create another set of
elements of the type given by the target type of the function.
Lemma 6.1 (Ql) and (Q2)

The proof sketchusesthe following lemmaaboutthe characteristicsof thereplicatedpriority queues imposed by the intersection invariants IQ 11 and { Q2) for the initial and final

quorums.

Queue_Imp I-

V iq : Quorum I (deq,iq) E Initial "
Merge (ran H_R) = Merge(apply (H_R,iq))
Informally this lemma states that the composite history basedon any initial quorum for the

deq operatoris equalto thecompositehistory basedon thehistoriesof all the sites.
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Proof of Lemma 6.1
From the intersection invariant {Ql}, each initial quorum for the deq operator intersects each final quorum for the enq operator. The schema Site Enq specifies that
each operation appearsin the historical records for all the sites in exactly one final
quorum. Because there is always at least one site that contains a historical record of
each enqueueoperation, the composite history based on the historical record from the
sites in any initial quorum for the deq operator must contain all the enqueueoperations.
Similarly, from the intersection invariant {Q2}, eachinitial quorum for the deq operator intersects each final quorum for the deq operator. The schema Site_Deq specifies
that each dequeueoperation appearsin the historical records for all the sites in exactly
one final quorum. Because there is always at least one site that contains a historical
record of each dequeueoperation, the composite history basedon the historical record
from the sites in any initial quorum for the deq operator must contain all the dequeue
operations.
Therefore, since the composite history basedon any initial quorum for the deq operator contains all the enqueueand dequeueoperations performed an any site, it must be
equal to the composite history basedon the historical records of all the sites.

Correctness Condition for the Priority Queue
The correctnessproof required for the implementation of replicated priority queuesmeeting
the specification of a one copy priority queue is representeddiagrammatically by Figure
6.4. The correctnesscondition states, in effect, that there is an homomorphism between the
abstract and concrete states using the abstractionschema Abstract Queue.
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Let A be any abstract state meeting the preconditions of the abstract operation
Queue_Spec which representsa valid history of abstractoperations.
Let C be any concrete state from the set {C) that is related to the abstract state, A, by the

abstractionschemaAbstract Queue.
Let C' be an after concretestatethat resultsfrom the concreteoperationQueue Imp in
the concrete stateC.
Let A' be the abstract state that results from the abstract operation Queue_Spec in the

abstractstateA.
Note that the abstract operation Queue Spec is deterministic for the ordering `>', where
each new stateis determined uniquely by the schema.
The

two after states A'

and C

must be related by the abstraction schema

Abstract Queue' for the concreteoperationsto implementcorrectly the abstractoperaLion.
One of the difficulties of the specification of the data refinement process at this level of
abstraction is devising a suitable abstraction schemasuch that it is total over all the possible
abstract states.Another difficulty is to ensure that the concrete states that correspond to any
abstract state can be reached by using the concrete operations, otherwise the concrete state
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always possible in this example, since that would assume that the historical records from
the replicated queues is one copy serializable, which is the aim of the proof. The method
used to overcome this difficulty is to apply an induction argument on the validity of the historical records. Assuming that for eachvalid state of the component q it is possible to construct a number of equivalent statesof the component H

then the operations performed
_R,
on theseconcrete statesresult in new valid concrete statesthat relate to new abstractstates.
Consider an arbitrary abstract state A of the schema type Queue. From the schema

Abstract Queue a numberof valid concretestatesare possibleof the type Replication.
Let one of theseconcrete states be C.
From the schema Abstract Queue:
A. q = (Crease_Q (Merge (ran C.H R ))). Q
A. h = Merge (ran C.H R)

where the notationA.q representsthe q componentof the binding of the schematype
identifiedby A, similarly for A.h andC.H R.
Both the schemas Site Enq and Site_Deq update the component HR

for successful

operations such that:
C.HR'=CH

R®(s:

Site f SE fq "s-C.

HRsUC.

hU{(C. Op?, C.Res! ))j

where
CA =Merge (s: Site I sEiq

"C. HRs)

Oneof thelaws for the overrideoperatoris the following [Spiv89A]:
(ran f®

g) = (ran ((dom g) ef )) U (ran g)

where the operator 4 is domain subtraction.
Substituting
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and

g= (s : Site IsE fq "sHC.

H_R sUC. h U ((C. Op?, C.Res! )))

and the fact that:
(dom [s : Site IsE fq 0sHC.

H_R sUC. h U {(C. Op?, C.Res! )))) = fq

resultsin:
(ran C.H R') = (ran (f qeC. H R )) U (ran (s : Site IsEfq"s

ti

C.H_R sUC. h U ((C.Op?, C.Res!)))
This is equivalent to:
(ran CH R') = (ran (f qeC. H R)) U (ran {s : Site IsEfq"sH

C.H R s)) U Ch U {(C.Op?, CRes !)j
The term

(ran (s : Site I sE fq "s-'C.

H Rs))

is equalto
(fq I C.H R)

where the operatorQ is domainrestriction. The aboveterm fills in thoseelementsmissed
by the e operator, and the equation simplifies to:
(ran C.H R') = (ran C.H_R) U Ch U /(C. Op?, C.Res !))
and merging the historical records results in:
Merge (ran C.H R') = Merge (ran C.H R) U Ch U [(C. Op?, C.Res !)]

Sincefor consistenthistories:
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From Lemma 6.1:
C.h = Merge (ran C.H R)
hence
Merge (ran C.H R') = Merge (ran C.H_R) U [(C. Op?, C.Res !)]
The new stateis now determined by a case analysis of the value of Op?:

1

Assumethat theoperationOp? hasthe enq operator
From schemaSite_Enq it follows that:
C.Res != (okay, null)
From schema Enqueue it follows that:
A. Res != (okay, null)

and
AN =hU {(A. Op?, A.Res ! )}
The new abstract state component AN

is related to the concrete state component

CR R by the abstraction schemaAbstract Queue' with:
A. h =Merge (ran C.H R)
and

((A.Op?, A.Res!)] = [(C.Op?, C.Res!)]
Therefore proving the correctnessof the implementation of the enqueueoperation.

2

Assumethat theoperationOp? hasthe deq operator
From theschemaSite_Deq:
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The history component C.h is in the domain of the function Create_Q becauseit is a
valid history of operations.
From Lemma 6.1:
C.q = Create_Q (Merge (ran C.H R ))

andfrom Abstract Queue:
A. q = C.q.Q
There are two casesto consider.
2.1 Empty C.q
From schema Site_Deq:
C.Res != (error, null)
and

C.H R' = C.H R
From schema Dequeue with A. q = 0:
A.Res != (error, null)
and
AN = A. h

The schema Abstract Queue' provides the relationship between the new
abstract state and the new concrete state.
2.2 Not Empry Q C.q
From schema Site_Deq:

C.Res!= (okay, C.eout)
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C.HR'=C.

H_RG(s:

Site IsEfq"s"C.

HRsUC.

hU

[(C. Op?, C.Res!)]J
where
(priority C.eout)) (priority e)

for alle in C.q.
From schema Dequeue with A. q

11:

A. Res != (okay, A. eout )
and
A. h' = A. h U {(A. Op?, A. Res ! ))

where
(priority A. eout) ) (priority e)
for alle in A. q.
Since A. q = C.q.Q and A. eout = C.eout (for order relation `>', or have same priority

for order relation `ý'). The concretestateand abstractstateare relatedby the schema
Abstract Queue'.
If the original concrete and abstract states were valid (in the sense that they could be

reachedby using concreteand abstractoperations)the new concreteand abstract
statesarealsovalid astheyderivedtheir valuesby usingthe operations.
This completesthe proof that for equivalenthistories,thereplicatedpriority queuesimplementation gives identical behaviour as the specification of a one copy priority queue.
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This section is based on an induction on the stage of the history as seen by the equivalent
one copy queue and any of the sites in the replicated system within the initial quorum of a

deq operation.
The proof sketchis presentedherefor comparisonwith theproof sketchesgivenin theprevious section as part of the refinement process.
The aim of the proof is to show that the behaviour of the replicated queue is equivalent to

that of a onecopy queue.This is interpretedasa serializabilityproperty,with the enq and
deq operationsforming completecommittedtransactions.
Theverification takestheform of
Specification 4

Implementation

The important property for replicated objects is one copy serialization, which is interpreted
here that the replicated queues will always give the same deq response as a hypothetical

onecopy queue.
First considertheonecopy producingtheresponseRes! to a deq operation:
Specification

Implementation

Basecase
Considerthefirst deq operationseenby theonecopyqueue.
The one copy queue must have k enq operations,where k, 2:1.

The caseof k=0 is not allowed asthe queuewould be empty, resulting in an error
responsewhichdoesnot appearin thehistory.
The initial quorum for the deq operation in the replicated system must contain at least
one of the sites in each of the final quorums of the enq operations performed on the
one copy queue. Therefore, the composite queue is also of length k and, in fact, contains identical elements as the one copy queue history.
As the element selection procedure in the deq operation is identical in both the one

-258copy queue and the replicated queue schemas,and the queuesin both casesare identical, then the response from the replicated queue must also be Res! (assuming a total
ordering relation using `>', not `Z' where more than one element can have the same
priority). If `2' order relation is used, then the element chosen has the same priority
as Res! and hence is equivalent in the context of this proof.
2

Induction step
Consider the caseafter m deq operations have taken place in the one copy queue.
Both the one copy queue and replicated queue systems have seen m deq operations
and agree on the contents of the one copy queue and composite queue up to that point.
Between the mth and (m+1)th deq operation, the one copy queue could had seen k
enq operations, where kZ0.

The initial quorum for the deq operation in the repli-

cated system must contain at least one of the sites in each final quorum of each enq
operation performed on the one copy queue. If any enq operations occurred, they
would had been recorded in the composite history, which would be identical to the
history of the one copy queue. The rest of the argument follows as for the basecase.
Now consider the replicated queueproducing the value Res! for a deq operation.
Implementation

1

Specification

The basecase
Consider the first deq operation seen by a site in the initial quorum of the deq operation.
The history of that site had seenk enq operations, where k; 1.
->
The one copy queue history must also had seen at least k enq operations becauseit
sees all the operations. But it could possibly had seen more. However, if there were
any such enq operations, then their final quorums did not intersect the initial quorum
of the current deq operation, which is a contradiction of the invariant (QI J.
If any deq operation occurred at any other copy of the queue such that another copy
of the queue is unaware of it, then there must be a final quorum for the deq operation
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invariant (Q2).
It follows that the histories must be identical and the result from the deq operation on
the one copy queue is also Res!.
2

The induction step
Assume that the composite history seen by the sites in the initial quorum of a deq
operation is identical to the history seen by the hypothetical one copy queue after the

mth deq operation.
The composite queue formed for the (m+1)th deq operation may differ by k enq
operations from the queue after the mth deq operation, where kz0.

A similar argu-

ment can be presented here to the base case for the one copy queue producing the
sameresult of Res! due to the constraints [Ql} and (Q2).
Therefore, the replicated queue and the one copy queue will produce identical results for

eachdeq operation.

6.3 Multiple Priority Queue
A multiple priority queuewill alwaysdequeuetheelementwith thehighestpriority, but can
dequeue that element more than once. The study of a multiple priority is split into the following sections:

6.3.1Specificationof a OneCopyMultiple Priority Queue
6.3.2 Implementation of a Replicated Multiple Priority Queue

6.3.3Verification usingRefinementConditionsof a Multiple Priority Queue
6.3.4Verification usinga Proof Sketchof EquivalentBehaviourof a Multiple Priority
Queue
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Figure 6.5 illustrates the basic interactions between the schemasin the specification of the
multiple priority queue.
Figure 6S Interactions in the Specification of a Multiple Priority Queue
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The specification of the one copy queue requires a function to compile all the elements that
have been dequeuedfrom any of the replicated queues. This function is specified below.

Filter Deq : History -ý P ELEMENT

Vh:

History Filter Deq h=
{ e, eout : ELEMENT; t:

TIME; s: Status

((deq,e,t), (s,eout))Eh" Bout}

A multiple priority queue is specifiedusing three componentsas shown in the schema
MP-Queue below.
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M P_Queue
present q: bag ELEMENT
absent_q :f
h:

ELEMENT

History

Create_Bag h
_q =
absent q= Filter_Deq h
present

The bag present q represents the elements enqueuedand waiting to be dequeued,and the
set absent q representsthe elements that have been dequeued.Elements are never removed
from the latter set. The specification by Herlihy and Wing [Herl9l] usesbags for both the
and absent q. Bags are not used here for the component absent q
_q
because their properties are not required in the specification. The component h represents
components present

the history of all successful operationsperformed on the queue.

MP_Enqueue
AMP Queue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = enq
present q' = Add_Bag (present q, Second Op?)
Res! = (okay, null)

h' =hU {(Op?, Res!)}
No change to the absent q component
absent q' = absent q

The schemaMP_Enqueue addsthenewelementto the bagpresent q.
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Proof Obligation for the Schema MP_Enqueue

Adherence to the type rules of the Z notation is enforced by CADIZ.
The link between the updated componentspresent q and h is based on the function
Create Bag, which is defined to do this for all enqueueoperations.
The component absent is not changed by the schema MP_Enqueue and the since
_q
the enq operator is added to the history
Filter_Deq h' = Filter Deq h= absent q= absent q'
Therefore, the invariants for the schema MP_Queue are maintained.

- 263MP_Dequeue
AMP_Queue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = deq
Preconditions for performing the operations

0v
present_q x Elli) A
_q
(3 eout : ELEMENT "
1
(absent

eout F absent A
_q
(V e: ELEMENT Ie in present_q "

priority eout ) priority e)
Condition I for dequeueoperation

A Res! = (okay,eout) A h' =hu {(Op?,Res!)} A
absent q' = absent A present q' = present v
_q
_q
in
eout
present_qA
(V e:

ELEMENT Ie in present_q "

priority eout

prioritye)

Condition2 for dequeueoperation
A Res! = (okay, eout) A

absent q' = absent u {eout} A
_q
present q' = Delete_Bag (present q, eout) A
h' =hu

{(Op?, Res!)})

V

presentq= 11
Preconditions for not performing the operation
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A8 MP_Queue' =0 MP_Queue A Res! = (error, null)

An element is dequeuedas specified in the schema MP_Dequeue if either of the following
two conditions are satisfied:
1

the element has already be dequeued at least once and its priority is greater than or

equalto any elementwaiting to be dequeued,or
2

the element is waiting to be dequeued and it has the highest priority of all elements
waiting to be dequeued.

The state of the queue is changed only as a consequenceof the second condition. In the
context of replicated queues, the first condition can occur when each queue has a record of
all elements enqueued,but some copies can be out of date about which elements have been
dequeued.

Proof Obligation for the SchemaMP_Dequeue
Adherence to the type rules of the Z notation is enforced by CADL.
The link between the updated componentspresent q and h is based on the function
Create Bag, which is defined to do this for all enqueueoperations.
For successfuloperations, the history component h is changedso that
h'

hU [(Op?, Res! ))

whereRes= (okay,eout)
From the definition of Filter_Deq
Filter_Deq (h U [((deq, e, t), (s, eout)))) = Filter_Deq (h )
U Filter_Deq ({((deq, e, t), (s, eout)})
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absent_q U (eout)

For condition (1) in schema MP_Dequeue
eout F absent q
hence

absentjU

(eout] = absent
_q

asis required.
For condition (2) in the schemaMP_Dequeue the changeto the component absent q
is independent of whether eout is a member or not, and is given by
absent_q U [eout]
and is therefore related to the component h' by the function Filter_Deq.
Inputs that give rise to the error status do not change the components of the schema

MP_Queue hencemust satisfytheinvariants.

The paper by Herlihy and Wing [Herl9l] specifies partially the behaviour of the multiple
priority dequeueoperation. The behaviour when both bagsrepresenting the present queue
elements and past dequeue elements are empty is not specified in the paper, i. e. this can
arise if the first dequeue operation occurs before any enqueue operations. The approach
taken in the schema MP_Dequeue is to increase the non determinism when the bag
present q is empty. The responseof the queue to a dequeueoperation when present q is
empty is either an error messageor a dequeueelement from the set absent q if that set is
not empty. The choice is non deterministic.

A different approach(probably that assumedby Herlihy and Wing) is to return an error
status only if both the bag present

_q

and set absent are empty.
_q

The schemaMP_Queue_Spec givesthe specificationof the requiredbehaviourof a one
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MP_Queue_Spec

MP_Enqueue V MP_Dequeue

Preconditions for the Schema MP_Queue_Spec
The schema Pre_MP_Queue_Spec

Simple below specifies the simplified preconditions

of the schemaMP_Queue Spec.
Pre_MP_Queue_Spec_Simple

I

MP_Queue

Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

The correctness
of this schemais expressedasthe schemabelow.

Simplified_6 3

pre MP_Queue_Spec4

Pre_MP_Queue_Spec_Simple

An initial state for the multiple priority queue is given in the schema Initial_MP_Spec

below.
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Initial_MP_Spec

I

MP-Queue'

present_q' =H
absent_q' =0
h' =0

Proof Obligation for the Initial State
The above initial stateis obviously a possible value of the schema type MP_Queue.

6.3.2 Implementation of a ReplicatedMultiple Priority Queue
The only change to the implementation of the multiple priority queue from that of the priority queue is to the schema Intersection. Figure 6.6 illustrates the interactions between the
operation schemas and state schemasin the implementation of as multiple priority queue.
This figure is very similar to Figure 6.2 and is included here to easereferences to the schemas.
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The changereflects a different quorum consensusrelation as specified in the schema
MP Intersection below.
MP Intersection
Quorum-Set

{Ql}
V iq : Quorum I (deq, iq) E Initial "
V fq : Quorum I (enq, fq) E Final " iq n fq

0

The predicate(Ql} specifiesthat eachinitial quorumfor the dequeueoperatorintersects

- 269 each final quorum for the enqueueoperator.
The schema MP_Queue_Imp
Site_Enq

and Site_Deq

below incorporates the disjunction of the site schemas
in

conjunction with

the modified

invariant

schema

MP Intersection.

MP-Queue-Imp ^ MP_Intersection A (Site_Enq V Site_Deq)

There are no proof obligations for the schema MP_Queue_Imp

in addition to those

presentedbeforefor the schemasSite_Enq and Site_Deq becausethereare no additional
changes introduced by this new schema.
Preconditions for the Schema MP_Queue_Imp
The predicate part of the preconditions in the schema Pre_MP Queue lmp Simple

below is the sameasthat of the schemaPre_Queue_Imp_Simple.
Pre_MP_Queue_Imp Simple

I

MP Intersection
Replication
Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

The correctnessof the simplified preconditions is expressedin the schema below.

Simplified_6 4
pre MP_Queue_Imp 4

Pre-MP-Queue-imp-Simple

The initial state is given by the schema Initial_Queue_Imp introduced in Section 6.2.2.
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The formal statement of the verification condition of the equivalence between the implementation and the specification is representedby the schema MP-Verify below.

MP Verify ^ MP_Queue_Imp 4

MP_Queue_Spec

This section contains a proof sketch of the three data refinement conditions.
Abstraction Schema
The abstraction schema for the multiple priority queue implementation is the schema

Abstract-MP below.

Abstract-MP
MP-Queue
Replication

present = (Create_Q(Merge (ran H_R))).Q
_q
Fi(ter_Deq (Merge (ran H_R))
_q =
Merge (ran H_R)

absent
h

It is possible to construct concrete history records representedby HR
schema Abstract_MP

to be related by the

to the abstract components present q, abstract q and h. The

difficulty is proving that the function HR

is valid for the implementation without making

assumptions about the behaviour of the implementation. The relationship between the
operations possible by the specification and implementation is postponed until the analysis
of the correctnesscondition below.
Initialization Condition
The initialization condition for the multiple priority queue implementation is specified in

theschemaInitial Rule MP below.
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Initial-Rule-MP
Initial-Queue-Imp
(3 MP_Queue' " Initial_MP_Spec A Abstract_MP')

The schema Initial_Queue_Imp

specifies that the function H

_R

maps each site to the

empty set. From the schema Abstract_MP, the corresponding values for the components
of the schema MP Queue are present

= H, absent q=0

-q
by
Initial-MP-Spec.
the
values given
schema

and h=0

which are the

Applicability Condition
The applicability condition for the multiple priority queue implementation is specified by

the schemaApplicability_Rule_MP below.

Applicability_Rule_MP
pre MP_Queue_Spec A Abstract MP

pre MP_Queue_Imp

As both schemasare total over all values of inputs when in valid states, it follows that this

condition is true. However, it is possiblefor there not to be a valid concretestate to
correspond to a valid abstract state, this possibility is eliminated by the correctnesscondition.

CorrectnessCondition
The correctness condition for the data refinement of the multiple priority queue implementation is given in the schema Correctness_Rule_MP

below.

Correctness-Rule-MP
A Abstract_MPA Queue_Imp=
pre MP-Queue
_Spec
(ý MP-Queue' " Abstract MP' A MP_Queue Spec)

The proof sketch of the correctnesscondition usesLemma 6.2 stated below.
Before reading the proof below it may be helpful to look at the manually produced

- 272 animation of the schemasfor the priority queuescontained in Appendix D. 2.
The statement of Lemma 6.2 uses the predicate bag_subsetthat is true if the left hand bag
is contained within the right hand bag.

[X]
_

bag subset

_:

bag XH

bag X

Vb1, b2 : bagX "

bl bag_subset b2

(`dx: X" count b2 x >. count bi x)

Lemma 6.2 {Ql)

MP_Queue_tmp F-

V iq : Quorum ( (deq,iq) F Initial (Create (Merge(ran H_R))).0 bag_subset
_Q
(Create (Merge(apply (H_R, iq))))
.0
-0
Lemma 6.2 states that from the intersection invariant [QI), the component Q created from
the composite historical records of an initial quorum for the deq operator contains at least
all those elements in any component Q based on the composite historical records from all
the sites.

However, the componentQ from the whole range of sites can contain fewer elements
becausesomedequeueoperationsare missingfrom the compositehistorical recordsfrom
theinitial quorumof sites.

Proof of Lemma 6.2
From the intersection invariant (Qi). each initial quorum for the deq operator intersects each final quorum for the enq operator. The schema Site_Enq specifies that
each enqueue operation is inserted in the historical records of all the sites in a final

-273quorum for the enq operator. The schema Site_Deq specifies that a composite history is formed from all the historical records from the sites in an initial quorum for the
deq operator. Therefore, the composite history must contain all the enqueue operations performed on any site in the network.

Correctness Condition for the Multiple Priority Queue
The proof of the correctness of the implementation of a multiple priority queue is very
similar to that of the priority queue. The approachis depicted by Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7 Data Refinementfor Multiple Priority Queues

MP Queue

Replication

Abstract MP

(c)

A

MP Queue_Imp
MP Queue Spec

{A'}
NW-Queue,

Abstract MP'

0.

{C'}
Replication'

Note that for someabstractstatesthe applicationof the abstractoperationcan result in a
number of new abstracts and the one selected for any particular application of the operation
cannot be determined before the operation takes place.

From the schemaAbstract MP:
A.present q= (Create_Q (Merge (ran C.H R ))). Q

A.absent q= Filter_Deq (Merge (ran C.H R ))
A. h =Merge (ran C.H R)

The following analysisassumesthat the beforestatesfor both the concreteand abstract

- 274 operations are valid, and proves that the after statesfor the concrete and abstract operations
are related by the schema Abstract MP'.
Consider the caseanalysis of possible values for Op?:
1

First Op? = enq
From schema Site_Enq:
C.H R' = C.H_R ® (s : Site IsEfq"sHC.

H_R sU Ch U {(C-Op?, C.Res !)j}

where
C.h = Merge (s : Site IsE

iq " C.H R s)

Merge (ran C.H R') = Merge (ran C.H R) U Ch U {(C-Op?, C.Res ! ))

SinceC.h mustrepresenta subhistoryof all the sites:
C.h

Merge(ran C.H R)

Merge (ran C.H_R') = Merge (ran C.H_R) U ((C. Op?, C.Res !))

From schemaSite_Enq it follows that:
C.Res != (okay, null)
From schema MP_Enqueue it follows that:
ARes != (okay, null)
and

A.h' =hU {(A.Op?, A.Res!))
The after abstract statecomponent A. h' is related to the after concrete state component
C.H R by the schema Abstract MP', proving the correctnessof the implementation
of the enqueue operation. Note that for the enqueue abstract operation the next
abstract state is deterministic.
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First Op? = deq

From schemaSite_Deq:
C.q = Create_Q Ch
There are two possible casesfor C.q to be considered.
2.1 Empty_Q C.q

From schemaSite_Deq:
CRes! = (error, null) and C.H R' = C.H R
From Lemma 6.2, if (Empty_Q C.q), then
(Empty
Create_Q (Merge (ran HR )))
_Q
and, from the schema Abstract-MP, it follows that A.present q=0
Schema Dequeue with A.present q=0

results in:

A. Res! = (error, null) and AN = A. h
The new abstract state is related to the new concrete state by the schema

Abstract-MP'
However, the schema MP_Dequeue can also dequeue an element from the set
A. absent q if the set is not empty. Moreover, if a different quorum is used then it
is possible for (Not Empty Q C.q) to be true. Also, by suitable manipulation of
the choice of quorums, the same element selected from A.absent q can be
selectedfrom the newly constructed C.q. This highlights the non determinism of
both the specification and implementation of the dequeueoperations under some

conditions.
2.2 Not Empty Q C.q
FromschemaSite_Deq:
CRes != (okay, C.eout)
and

-276HRED (s : Site IsEfq"sHC.

C.HR'=C.

HRsUCA

U

{(C. Op?, C.Res !)J]

where
(priority C.eout))

(priority e)

for all e in C.q.
From schema Dequeue with A.present q ;tH:

A.Res!= (okay, A.eout)
and
A.h' = A. h U {(A. Op?, A. Res! )]
where
(priority A. eout) ), (priority e)
for all e in A. present q.
Since A.present q El C.q.Q and A. eout 4 C.eout, if the priority of C.eout is the
same as the priority of A. eout, then the next abstract state of the schema
MP Queue_Spec is related to the concrete state by the schema Abstract MP'.

However,thisis not the onlyresponsepossibleby the schemaMP_Dequeue:
1

The value of the priority of A.eout can be less than that of C.eout. This can occur

if the abstractelementwith the samepriority as C.eout has beenremovedby a
dequeueoperation on the abstract queue and the equivalent concrete operation is

not recordedby any site in the initial quorumusedfor this particular dequeue
operation.
2

If the abstract element with the priority of C.eout has been dequeued, then the

elementis a memberof the set A.absent_qand is still a possibleresult of the
schemaMP_Dequeue. This results in the composite history of the same

-277element being dequeuedmore than once.
3

It is also possible for A.present_q = H, which results if addition dequeueoperations have occurred at sites outside the initial quorum for the deq operator
chosen for this particular dequeue operation. The response in this case is an
error message.

All three responsescan also be produced by the concrete operation by a different
selection of initial and final quorums. Moreover, there will be limits on how well the
implementation can reproduce identical behaviour of the specification. For example,
from the specification of the dequeue operation, an element can be dequeued an
infinite number of times provided its priority is greater than or equal to any element in
the present q component of the queue. However, the implementation can only
dequeue the same element once from each copy of the queue, hence to dequeue the
same element an infinite number of times requires an infinite number of sites.
The possible behaviours represented by the schemas MP_Queue_Spec

and

MP_Queue_Imp are not deterministic for the dequeueoperation. The responsetaken
by the schema MP_Queue_Imp

depends on the initial quorum chosen for the

dequeue operation, and that taken by the schema MP-Queue
whether the element dequeuedcomes for the bag present

_q

-Imp

depends on

or the set absent q.

It has been shown that both the specification and implementation can produce the sametype
of responseswhen exposed to the same set of historical events. However, there are some
differences between the exact behavioursof the specification and implementation.
Note that, both the concrete and abstract after states are valid states becausethey can be
reached using concrete and abstractionoperations respectively.

6.3.4 Verification usinga Proof Sketchof Equivalent Behaviour of a Multiple Priority
Queue
The aim of the proof is to demonstrate that the behaviour of the replicated queue is
equivalent to the behaviour of a one copy queue. The constraints of a one copy queue have

beenrelaxedto allow a greaterrangeof behavioursthanfor priority queues.
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by the one copy queue and the replicated queue. What is proved is that any behaviour of
one can also be the behaviour of the other. As the queues are not deterministic, it is not
necessaryfor the queue to produce identical behaviour, only that each is capable of identical behaviour.
The first step is to prove that any behaviour of the one copy queue is also capable of the
replicated queue.
I

Base case

The first deq operationseenby the onecopy queuespecificationandtheelementeout
dequeued.
From the invariant (Qi), all previous enq operations are recorded in the composite
queue formed from the initial quorum of sites for the deq operation. Therefore, the
component of the one copy queue and composite queue agree on entries at
_q
this point. Also, the absent q component is empty.

present

The one copy queue schemaselects the highest priority element in the present

_q

com-

ponent of the queue, which is identical to the composite queue.
2

Induction step

Assumeequivalentbehaviourup to themth deq operation.
Let theeout elementbe dequeuedby the(m+1)th deq operationseenby the onecopy
queue. There are two casespossible:
2.1 eoutE absent
_q

This occursif theelementwaspreviouslydequeued.
In the replicatedqueuethe sameelementcanbe dequeuedmore than onceif two
sites do not have their initial and final quorums intersecting. This is expressed
for any two sites i andj that dequeuethe sameelement eout as:
3 iqi : Quorum " (deq, iqi) ¬ Initial A
3 fqj

: Quorum " ((deq, f ql) E Final A iqi nf ql = o)
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the quorums to meet theseconditions. Therefore such a behaviour is possible for
replicated queues provided that the corresponding enq operation is in the composite history of all sites, which it is from the invariant (QI j.
2.2 eout E present_q
This corresponds to the case of the replicated priority queue, hence is possible
behaviour of the replicated multiple priority queue as the schemas are less restrictive.
Now it is necessary to prove that all the possible behaviours of the replicated queue are
possible by the one copy queue. The proof sketch is basedon induction on the number of
deq operations.
1

The base stepof the induction
The first deq operation seenby the composition of all the sites in an initial quorum for
a deq operation.
It is possible for the one copy queue to have seenprevious deq operations as the final
quorums for these deq operations need not intersect the initial quorum for this deq
operation. However, the one copy queue can dequeuethe same element more than
once, so such behaviour is consistent with the one copy queue specification.

2

Induction step
The behaviours are equally possible up to the mth step seen by the composition of all
the sites in an initial quorum for a deq operation.

Thereasoningfor an equivalentbehaviourbeing possiblefor the one copy queuefollows in a similar mannerto thebasecase.
Thereforethebehaviourof onequeueis alsopossibleby the otherqueue.
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6.4 Out of Order Priority Queue
An out of order priority queue can dequeuean element once only, but the order elements
dequeued are not in priority order. The study of a priority is split into the following sections:
6.4.1 Specification of a One Copy Out of Order Priority Queue
6.4.2 Implementation of a Replicated Out of Order Priority Queue
6.4.3 Verification using Refinement Conditions of an Out of Order Priority Queue
6.4.4 Verification using a Proof Sketch of Equivalent Behaviour of an Out of Order
Priority Queue

6.4.1 Specificationof a One Copy Out of Order Priority Queue
Figure 6.8 illustrates the interactions between the operation schemas and state schema in
the specification of an out of order priority queue.

Figure 6.8 Interactionsin theSpecificationof an Out of OrderPriority Queue
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The schema00 Queue has componentsfor the bagof elementsand a history of operations.
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00-Queue

-7

q:

bag ELEMENT

h:

History

q=

Create Bag h

The schemaOO Enqueue below specifiesthe conditionsfor addingnew elementsto the
queue.

OO_Enqueue
DOO_Queue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = enq
q' = Add_Bag (q, Second Op?)
Res! = (okay, null)

h' =hu {(Op?, Res!)}

Proof Obligation for the SchemaOO_Enqueue

Adherenceto the typerulesof theZ notationis enforcedby CAD 2.
The invariant of the schema Queue is basedon the function Create Bag being able
to re-construct q' from the updatedhistory component h'. This is a basic requirement
of Create Bag, hence the invariant must be satisfied.

The schema00

Dequeue specifiesthe selectionof any elementto be removedfrom the

- 282 queue in responseto a deq operation.

OO_Dequeue
\OO_Queue
Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = deq
qý iA
(31 eout : ELEMENT "

eout in qA q' = Delete_Bag(q, eout) A
Res! = (okay, eout) A h' =hu

{(Op?, Res!)})

V
q= UI A8 00_Queue' =6 00 Queue A Res! _ (error, null)

Proof Obligation for the SchemaOO_Dequeue

Adherenceto the typerules of theZ notationis enforcedby CADIZ.
The invariant of the schemaQueue is basedon the function Create Bag being able
to re-construct q' from the updatedhistory component h,'. This is a basic requirement
of Create Bag, hence the invariant must be satisfied.

The schema00 Queue Spec belowcombinestheschemasfor the enqueueanddequeue
operations.

OO_Queue_Spec= 00_Enqueue V 00_Dequeue
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The schema Pre_OO_Queue_Spec_Simple

specifies the simplified preconditions of the

schema00_Queue_Spec.

Pre_OO_Queue_Spec_Simple
I
OO_Queue

Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

The schema below gives the conditions that are verified to ensure the correct derivations of

thepreconditions.

Simplified 6_5
Pre_00 Queue Spec Simple

pre 00-Queue-Spec

The initial statefor the outof orderqueueis specifiedin theschemabelow.
Initial_OO_Queue_Spec

00 Queue'

q' = Qý
h' =0

I
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Proof Obligation for the Initial State
The schema Initial_00_QueueSpec

obviously describes a subset of the possible

bindings of the schema OO_Queue.

6.4.2 Implementation of a Replicated Out of Order Priority Queue
The only schemachanged is the schema Intersection, seeFigure 6.9.
Figure 6.9 Interactions in the Implementation of an Out of Order Priority Queue
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00

Intersection

Quorum-Set

[Q2)
V iq : Quorum I (deq, iq) E Initial "
V fq : Quorum I (deq, fq) E Final " iq n fq ;t0

The schemaOO_Intersection specifiesthepredicate(Q2} only. This predicatestatesthat
each initial quorum for the dequeue operator must intersect each final quorum for the
dequeueoperator.

00_Queue_Imp ^ 00_Intersection A (Site_EnqV Site_Deq)

The schema OO_Queue_imp forms the conjunction between the previous site implemen-

tation schemasandthenew intersectioninvariantschema.
Preconditionsfor theSchema00_Queue_Imp
The schema Pre OO_Queue

Imp Simple below specifies the simplified preconditions

of theimplementationof thereplicatedout of orderpriority queue.

- 286 Pre_OO_Queue_Imp_Simple

I

00

-Intersection
Replication

Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq
V

First Op? = deq

Note that the predicate part of the schema Pre OO_Queue_Imp_Simple

is the same as

that in the two previous implementations of replicated queues, but different schemas are
included in the declaration part which impose different constraints on the behaviour of the
system.

The correctnessof the preconditionsin the schemaPre_OO Queue Imp_Simple is
expressedin the schemabelow.

Simplified 66

pre 00-Queue-Imp 4

Pre_00_Queue_ImpSimple

6.4.3 Verification using RefinementConditions of an Out of Order Priority Queue
The schemabelow givesa formal statementof the correctnesscriterion of the equivalence
betweenthe implementationandspecificationof out of orderpriority queues.

00 Verify ^ OO Queue_Impf=

00 Queue Spec

This sectioncontainsa proof sketchof the datarefinementconditionsfor the out of
order
priority queue implementationand the next section contains a proof sketch for the

- 287 equivalent behaviours implied by the specification and implementation schemas.
Abstraction Schema
The abstraction schema for the out of order priority queue implementation is given by the
schema Abstract 00 below.

Abstract
-00
Replication

OO_Queue

q=

(Create_Q (Merge (ran H_R))). Q

h=

Merge (ran H_R)

Except for the invariants contained in the schemasincluded in the data declaration part of
the schema Abstract-00,

it is identical to the abstractionschema Abstract Queue.

The relationship between the abstract and concrete history records is discussed in the

analysisof thecorrectnesscondition.
Initialization Condition

The initialization conditionfor the out of orderpriority queueimplementationis expressed
in the schema Initial_Rule_OO below.

Initial-Rule-00

Initial-Queue-Imp =
(ý OO Queue' " Initial OO_Queue Spec A Abstract
-00')
The schema Initial_Queue_Imp
function H
h=0,

specifies the binding of each site in the domain of the

is an empty set. The schema Abstract OO' gives the values of q: = 11 and

_R
which correspond to the values given by the schema Initial_00_Queue_Spec.
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The applicability condition of the data refinement process for the out of order priority queue

is expressedin theschemaApplicability_Rule_OO below.

Applicability_Rule_OO
pre 00_Queue_Spec A Abstract 00

pre 00_Queue_Imp

Both specificationand implementationschemasare total over all the input valuesin all
valid states,hencethe proof is trivial, assumingthat valid statesare relatedby the schema

Abstract
-00'.
CorrectnessCondition
The correctness condition for the data refinement of the out of order priority queue is
expressedin the schema Correctness-Rule

OO below.

OO
Correctness_Rule
pre OO_Queue_SpecA Abstract 00 A Queue-imp =
(ý 00_Queue' " Abstract
A OO_Queue_Spec)
-00'
Before reading the proof sketch below it may be helpful to look at the simple animation of
the schemasfor the out of order priority queue in Appendix D. 3.
The proof sketch of the correct implementation of an out of order priority queue by a network of replicated priority queuesusesLemma 6.3 below.
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OO_Queue_Imp !-

V iq : Quorum I (deq,iq) ¬ Initial "
(Create_Q (Merge (apply (H_R, iq)))) .0 bag_subset
(Create-0 (Merge (ran H_R))). 0

Lemma 6.6 states that, from the intersection invariant (Q2}, whichever initial quorum is
selected from Initial for the deq operator, the composite history created from the sites in
that quorum will contain all the dequeueoperations in the composite history created from
all the sites in the network.

Proof of Lemma 63
There must be at least one site in common between the initial and final quorums
because. whichever final quorum is used by a dequeueoperation, the initial quorums
for the deq operator intersect the final quorums for the deq operator. It follows that
any subsequentdeq operation detects the occurrencesof all previous dequeueoperations from the historical records of the sites in an initial quorum.
Therefore, any queue createdfrom an initial quorum contains either the same elements
or fewer elements than a queue created from the whole network. Fewer elements are
possible if enqueue operations occur at sites that do not have final enqueue quorums
that intersect the initial quorum for the dequeueoperation.

Note that the combination of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 gives an equivalent result to Lemma 6.1.
Correctness Condition for the Out of Order Priority Queue
The basis of the correctnessproof is representedby Figure 6.10.
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The abstract state A is related to a number of possible concrete states by the schema

Abstract 00.
As the result of the concreteoperationdescribedby the schema00_Queue_Imp,

a

number of new concrete states are possible; the actual one depends on the initial quorum

usedfor the operadon.
As the result of the abstractoperationdescribedby the schema00 Queue Spec
,a
number of new abstract states are possible; the actual one chosen depends on the element
selected from the queue.
Whichever concrete state is chosen, all the new concrete states can be related to a new
abstract state, however, some of these abstract statescannot be reached from the abstract
state A using the operation 00

Queue Spec, hence invalidating the method of proving

the correctnessof the implementation with the chosen abstraction schema Abstract 00. It
may be possible to use a more complex abstraction schema to overcome this problem, but
the difficulty stems from the freedom of the initial and final quorums; any restrictions
imposed on thesewould impact the description of the implementation. This results in verifying a different implementation to the one required.

- 291 Continuing the analysis of the implementation through the correctnesscondition is a useful
exercise becauseit reveals similarities between the specification and implementation.

From theschemaAbstract 00:
A. q = (Create_Q (Merge (ran C.H R ))). Q
A. h = Merge (ran C.H R)

The new statesare determinedby caseanalysisof thevaluesof Op?:
1

First Op? = enq

From the schemaSite_Enq:
C.HR'=CH

R®Is:

Site IsEfq"siC.

HRsUCh

U

{(C. Op?, C.Res !)))

where
C.h =Merge {s : Site IsE iq " C.H R s)

Since Ch is a sub history of the completenetwork, it is also a subsetof the history
recorded by all the sites:

C.h

Merge (ran C.H R)

Merge (ran C.H R') = Merge (ran C.H R) U {(C. Op?, C.Res ! ))
From schema Site Enq it follows that:

CRes! = (okay,null)
From schema00_Enqueue it follows that:
Ages! = (okay, null)

and
A.h' =hU ((A.Op?, A.Res!))

- 292 The after abstract state component A. h' is related to the after concrete state component
C.H R' by the schema Abstract

proving the correctness of the implementation
-00',
of the enqueueoperation. Note that the abstractenqueueoperation is deterministic and
the concrete enqueue operation is similarly deterministic for each initial quorum, also
the sets of new concrete statesare homomorphic with the new abstractstate using the
abstraction schema.
2

First Op? = deq

From schemaSite_Deq:
C.h =Merge {s : Site IsE iq " C.H_R Si
C. q = Create_Q C.h
There are two casesfor C.q to be considered.
2.1 Empty Q C.q

FromschemaSite_Deq:
C.Res! = (error, null) and C.H R' = C.H R

SchemaOO Dequeue with A.q =0 resultsin:
A. Res! = (error, null) and AN = A. h

The new abstractstate is related to the new concretestate by the schema
Abstract 00'.
However, it is possible for A. q ;e-0, in which case such responseis not possible.
This is an example of a new concrete state being related to new abstract states
that cannot be reachedby an application of the abstract operation from the previous abstract state. That is, if the original abstract state included a non empty
queue then it is not possible for the new abstractstate to give the responsestatus
of error. However, it is possible for this responseto be given by a new concrete
state as a result of the concrete operation being performed on a concrete state
related to the initial abstract state; see animation in Appendix D. 3. Of course,
given suitable choice of initial quorum, a non empty queue response is still
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As was mentioned earlier, a method of avoiding this specification difficulty is to
change the abstraction schema such that it ensures that only suitable initial
quorums are chosen, but this is imposing additional constraints on the implementation that are not present in its description.
2.2 Not Empty_Q C.q

Site_Deq:
Fromschema
C.Res != (okay, C.eout )
and

C.HR'=C.

HR®(S:

Site IsEfq"sHC.

HRsUCh

U

((C. Op?, C.Res !)]J

where
(priority C.eout) > (priority e)

for all e in C.q.
If (Not Empty_Q C.q), then A. q must also be not empty from Lemma 6.3.
From schema OO_Dequeue with Aq

11:

A.Res != (okay, A. eout)
and

A. h' = A.h U ((A.Op?, A.Res!)j
where A.eout is in A.q.

A possiblenew concretestatecan be relatedto the concretestateby the schema
Abstract OO' Other abstractstatesare alsopossible(usingdifferent valuesof
.
A. eout) that are related to different concrete states if either a different initial

- 294 quorum is used or a different original concretestate is used.
The above analysis brings out a difficulty of using an homomorphic type of approach
when
there is a conflict between the needsof modelling and the needsof verification. A historical
record is an obvious choice of method for comparing the type of behaviour implicit in a
specification and that in an implementation. However, in the case of an out of order priority
queue presented here, the strict equivalence between historical records is not required.
What is required is the same type of behaviour; elements can be dequeuedfrom queues
out
of priority order, but can only be dequeuedonce. This can be expressedas a theorem and
then proved that the implementation must produce histories that meet this theorem, but this
approach is not pursued here.

6.4.4 Verification using a Proof Sketch of Equivalent Behaviour of an Out of Order
Priority Queue
The aim of the proof sketch is to demonstrate that the replicated queue behaves
equivalently to an one copy priority queue with regard to certain properties.
The proof is performed by constructing arbitrary queues. First an arbitrary deq element for
the one copy queue is considered and it is demonstrated how an equivalent behaviour is
possible by the replicated queues.
Let q be an arbitrary state of the one copy queue such that eout is in the queue
with a priority in the range:
lowest 6 (priority eout) ( highest
The next step is to construct a state for the replicated queue that can dequeuethe
samearbitrary element. This can be done if the initial quorum for the deq operation intersects the
final quorum of the enq operation for the element eout, but does not intersect
any of the
final quorums of the enq operation where the priorities of the elements are higher than
that
of eout. Such a construction is possible becauseit doesnot violate any invariant.

The nextstagein the proof is to demonstratethat, given an arbitrarystateof the
replicated
queue,it is possibleto constructa stateof theonecopy queuesuchthat thesameelementis

-295dequeued.
Let q be an arbitrary state of one of the queuesin the system of replicated queuessuch that
eout is in that queue.

It is now necessaryto constructa statefor the one copy queuethat can dequeuethe same
element.
The one copy queue can dequeuean element in any order and the one copy queue contains

all the elementsthat were enqueued(including eout). Therefore,the dequeueoperationon
the one copy queue can dequeueany element in the queue, hence can dequeueeout.
Multiple deq operations are not possible by the replicated queue becauseof the invariant
{Q2), which means that the composite history formed before every dequeueoperation con-

tains a recordof all previousdequeueoperations.

6.5 Degenerate Priority Queue
A degeneratepriority queueis onethat can dequeueelementsin any order andany number
of times. The only restriction is that the elementsmust havebeenenqueuedbeforebeing
dequeued. The study of a priority is split into the following sections:
6.5.1 Specification of a One Copy Priority Queue
6.5.2 Implementation of a Replicated DegeneratePriority Queue
6.5.3 Verification using Refinement Conditions of a DegeneratePriority Queue
6.5.4 Verification using a Proof Sketch of Equivalent Behaviour of a Degenerate
Priority Queue

6.5.1 Specificationof a One Copy DegeneratePriority Queue
The main components of the specification of a one degeneratepriority queue are shown in
Figure 6.11.
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The basic queue is once again representedas a bag in the schema DP_Queue below.
DP-Queue

--7

q:

bag ELEMENT

h:

History

q= Create_Bagh

The schema DP_Enqueue below specifies the enqueueoperation for a one copy degenerate priority queue.
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ODP_Queue

Op? : Operation
Res! : Response

First Op? = enq
q' = Add_Bag (q, SecondOp?)
Res! = (okay,null)
h' =hU {(Op?, Res!)}

The schemaDP_Enqueue addsnew elementscontainedin enqueueoperationsto thebag
4

Proof Obligationfor theSchemaDP_Enqueue
Adherence to the type rules of the Z notation is enforced by CAW.
The invariant of the schema Queue is basedon the function Create Bag being able

to re-constructq' from the updatedhistory componenth'. This is a basicrequirement
of Create Bag, hence the invariant must be satisfied.

The schema DP_Dequeue below specifies the dequeueoperation, in which an element can
be removed from the queue without changing the queue.
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DP_Dequeue
ADP-Queue
Op? : Operation

Res! : Response

First Op? = deq

qýE1I]I A
(31eout : ELEMENT "
eout in qA (q' = Delete_Bag(q, eout) v q' = q) A
Res! = (okay, eout) A h' =hu

{(Op?, Res!)})

V
q= 11 A0 DP Queue' =8 DP_QueueA Res! = (error, null)

Proof Obligation for the Schema DP_Dequeue
Adherence to the type rules of the Z notation is enforced by CAD2.
The invariant of the schema Queue is based on the function Create Bag being able

to re-constructq' from theupdatedhistory componenth'. This is a basicrequirement
of Create Bag, hence the invariant must be satisfied.

The schema DP-Queue-Spec

gives the specification of the required degeneratepriority

queue.

DP_Queue_Spec= DP_EnqueueV DP_Dequeue

Preconditionfor theSchemaDP Queue Spec
The schema Pre_DP,

_Queue

Spec Simple below gives the simplified preconditions for
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Pre_DP_Queue_Spec_Simple
I
DP_Queue

Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq

V
First Op? = deq

The schemabelow givesthe relationshipbetweenthesimplified preconditionsandtherudimentarypreconditions.

Simplified 67

pre DP_Queue_Spec

Pre DP_Queue_Spec_Simpie

The initial state for the degenerate priority queue specification is given by the schema

below.
Initial_DP_Queue_Spec

I

DP Queue'

q' = 11
h' =0

Proof Obligation for the Initial State

The valuesof the schemaInitial_DP_QueueSpec are valid bindingsof the schema

- 300 DP_Queue becausean empty bag and an empty set are possible values of the components q' and h'.

6.5.2 Implementation of a Replicated Degenerate Priority Queue
The intersection invariants are not used in the implementation of a degenerate priority
queue, see Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12 Interactions in the Implementation of a Degenerate Priority Queue
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The schemaDP Queue Imp specifiesthe implementationasthe disjunctionof the replicatedsiteschemasusedbefore,hencedo notincur any additionalproof obligations.
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The schema Pre_DP_Queue_Imp_Simple

specifies the simplified preconditions for the

implementation of a degeneratepriority queue.

Pre_DP_Queue Imp_Simple
Quorum-Set
Replication
Op? : Operation

First Op? = enq
V
First Op? = deq

The predicatepartin the simplifiedpreconditionsis thesameasbefore,asis thedeclaration
part except for not containing any intersection invariant. Instead the declaration part
includes the schema Quorum_Set to provide the invariants for the setsInitial and Final.

Simplified_6_8

pre DP Queue_Imp4

Pre_DP_Queue_Imp_Simple

The above schema expresses the proof obligation necessary to ensure that the simplified

preconditionsarecorrect.

6.5.3 Verification using RefinementConditions of a DegeneratePriority Queue
The schema DP__Verify gives the formal criterion for verifying that the implementation is

equivalentto the specification.
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DP_Verify ^ DP_Queue_Imp 4

DP_Queue_Spec

This section contains a proof sketch of the three data refinement conditions for this implementation of the degeneratepriority queue and the next section contains a very brief sketch
indicating the equivalent behaviour represented by the specification and implementation
schemas.

AbstractionSchema
The abstraction schema for the refinement from the specification to the implementation of
the degeneratepriority queue is expressedas the schemaAbstract_DP below.

Abstract-DP
Replication

DP-Queue

q= (Create-0 (Merge (ran H_R))). 0
h=

Merge (ran H_R)

The schematakesthe same form to that used before and suffers the same problemsof
ensuringall statesarevalid.
Initialization Condition
The initialization condition for the refinement process of the implementation of the degen-

eratepriority queueis expressed
astheschemaInitial_Rule_DPbelow.

Initial Rule DP
initial-Queue-Imp =
(ý DP_Queue' " Initial-DP-Queue-Spec A Abstract DP')

The direct comparison of the initial statesis obvious.

-303Applicability Condition
The applicability condition for the refinement of the implementation of the degenerate
priority queue is expressedin the schemaApplicability_Rule_DP

below.

Applicability-Rule-DP
pre DP Queue Spec A Abstract DP

pre DP_Queue_Imp

Since both specificationand implementationschemasare total over all possible input
theproof is trivial.
values,andvalid statesare assumed,
CorrectnessCondition
The correctnesscondition for the refinement of the implementation of the degeneratepriority queue is expressedby the schema Correctness

Rule_DP below.

Correctness RuIe DP

pre DP_Queue_SpecA Abstract DP A DP_Queue_Imp=
(( DP-Queue' " Abstract DP' A DP-Queue-Spec)
Before reading the proof sketch below it may be helpful looking at the animation for the
specification and implementation schemasfor the degeneratepriority queue contained in
Appendix D. 4.
The same style of correctnessproof of the implementation is used for a degeneratepriority
queue as that for the other queues and is representedby Figure 6.13. Note that different
new abstract states are possible using the concrete operation and abstraction schema to
those possible from the abstract operation alone. This again invalidates the formal application of the verification process, but the process is still useful as a framework for arguing
about the equivalent characteristics of the behaviours implied by the specification and
implementation.
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Replication '
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DP Queue'

From theschemaAbstract-DP:
A.q = (Create_Q(Merge (ran C.H R ))).Q
A. h = Merge (ran C.H R)
The new states are detemuned by case analysis of the values of Op?:
1

First Op? = enq
From the schemaSite Enq:

C.HR'=C.

HRED (s: Site IsEfq

sHC. HRsUCA

Li

((C.Op?, C.Res!)))
where

C.h =Merge (s : Site IsE iq " C.H RsJ
Since C.h is a sub history, it is also a subset of the history recorded by all the sites:

C.h 9 Merge (ran C.H R)

-305Merge (ran C.H R') = Merge (ran C.H R) U ((C. Op?, C.Res ! ))
From schema Site_Enq it follows that:
C.Res! = (okay, null)
From schema DP_Enqueue it follows that:
A. Res != (okay, null )
and
AN =hU ((A. Op?, A.Res !))
The after abstract state component AN is related to the after concrete statecomponent
C.H_R' by the schema Abstract DP' Therefore proving the correctness of the
.
implementation of the enqueueoperation.
2

First Op? = deq

From schemaSite_Deq:
Ch = Merge {s : Site IsE iq " C.H RsJ

C.q = Create C.h
-Q
There aretwo casesof Ch to consider.
2.1 Empry_Q C.q

From schemaSite_Deq:
C.Res! = (error, null) and C.H R' = C.H R

SchemaDP_Dequeue with A.q =0 resultsin:
A. Res! = (error, null) and A. h' = A. h
The new abstract state is related to the new concrete state by the schema

Abstract-DP'.
However,othernew concretestatesare possiblefor A.q

0, thesestatescan be

related to other concrete states by selecting different initial quorums.

- 306 2.2 Not Empty_Q C.q

From schemaSite Deq:
C.Res != (okay, C.eout )
and
C.HR'=C.

HR®{s:

Site I sEfq"s-C.

HRsUC.

hU

{(C.Op?, C.Res!)}}
where

(priority C.eout) > (priority e)
for all e in C.q.
From schema Dequeue with A. q x [[I :
A. Res! = (okay, A. eout )

and
A. h' = A. h U {(A. Op?, A. Res ! )j
where e is in A. q.
Therefore, a possible new concrete state can be related to the concrete state by
the schema Abstract DP' provided A. eout is in A. q.
It is possible for eout to have been dequeuedpreviously from both the abstract one
copy queue and a subset of the concrete replicated queues. Such multiple dequeue
operations are possible because the abstract dequeue operation does not necessarily
update the q component.
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using a Proof Sketch of Equivalent Behaviour of a Degenerate

Priority Queue
The proof follows the same lines as for the proof of out of order priority queue by constructing arbitrary queues for both the replicated and one copy queues. The behaviour of
the one copy queue being able to dequeue an element more than once can also be the
behaviour of the replicated queue. In the case of the replicated queues, this ability is a
consequence of the initial and final quorums for the deq operation not intersecting. By
using a totally partitioned network, any behaviour of the one copy degeneratequeue is possible of the replicated queue by using the appropriate sites for the deq operation.
A similar argument can be presentedfor any behaviour of the replicated queue being possible by the one copy queue.
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Lattice Structure of Behaviours

6.6

The behaviours possible by the four queuesform a lattice structure as shown in Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.14

Lattice Structurefor Priority Queues
Priority Queue

Multiple Priority
Queue

Out of Order
Priority Queue

DegeneratePriority Queue

The lattice structurecan be seenby considering the following sub history of the single
queue:
enq(x)enq(y)deq(a)deq(b)
Eachof thefour queueshavetherestrictions:
Degenerate
The elementsa and b must be chosenfrom the elementsx andy. That is ae {x, y)
and be {x, yj. Note that b can be the same as a.

Multiple priority
The dequeueoperationsmust be in priority order. That is ac (x, y), be (x, y),
and(priority a) = (max(priority x), (priority y)), assumingthat thequeueis empty at
thestart of thehistory . Note thatb can be thesameasa.
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The dequeue operations must dequeue different elements. That is, a0b, ae (x, y),

and be (x, y).
Priority
The dequeue operations must dequeue different elements and be in priority order.
That is a*b,

ae (x, y), be (x, y), (priority a)

(max (priority x), (priority y)),

and (priority b) = (min (priority x), (priority y)), assuming that the queue is empty at
the start of the history.

A partially orderedsetmusthavethefollowing threeproperties:
Reflexitivity

ci: 9 a

Antisymmetry aS j3 and ß5a imply that a= 0
Transitivity

cc:5 0 and 05y imply that a: 5y

A lattice has the above three properties, plus the property that a least upper bound
(supremum) and a greatest lower bound (infimum) exists for all a and b in the lattice
[Grät71].
In this casethe membersof the lattice are membersof queuesand the ordering relation is
contains(or subset).It is straightforward to seethat:
history_ofgrtority_queue c history of muldplegriority_queue

c his-

tory_of degeneratequeue
and

history_ofpriority-queue c history of out of order queue c historyof iegenerate_queue
The histories have all the propertiesof a lattice which has the structure shown in Figure
6.14, where the members of the out of order queue and the multiple priority queue are in-

comparablebecausethebehaviourof onedoesnot containall the behavioursof the other.
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6.7

Summary

The four specifications and four implementations in this chapter are all complete descriptions
in the sensethat all the information required to analysetheir behaviour is made explicit. The
ability to analyse the descriptions in terms of input values is used in the proof sketches of the
verifications in this chapter.
The three data refinement conditions are applied to each of the four types of queues contained in this chapter. Some difficulties are encounteredwith the correctnesscondition of the
dequeue operation in all the queuesexcept for the priority queue. However, the correctness
condition is verified for the enqueueoperation for all the four queues.
Applying the correctnesscondition for data refinement did uncover some of the difficulties
with using the refinement conditions when a strict mathematical relationship is not required
between the specification and the implementation. One of the difficulties in performing the
data refinement proofs is deciding on a suitable abstraction schema. The approach adopted
in this chapteris to specify the minimum amount of detail in the abstraction schema so not to
impose any constraints on the implementation that are not contained in its description.

Abstraction (or retrieve) schemasaredescribedas the relationshipsbetweenconcreteand
abstractstates[Spiv89A, Dilh90, Pottr9l]. Thereferencesonly provide very simpleexamples. In the contextof VDM [Jones86],theretrievefunction must be total over all abstract
statesandan adequacyproof obligationof thefollowing form is used:
Vae Abstract State"3ce Concrete State" (retr c) =a
retr : ConcreteState-# Abstract State
Simplestatementsaboutwhich concreteandabstractstatesarevalid out of all possiblestate
spacesfor the datatypesare not be feasiblefor schemaswritten at the level of abstraction
addressedin this chapter. Theoperationsare defined to be total over all possibleinput values,but it is assumedthat the valuesof thedatacomponentsare consistentwith eachother,
i. e. the only statechangesare brought about by using the operationsdefined by the Z
schemas.
Thebehavioursimplicit in thespecificationandimplementationof eachof thequeuesfor the
dequeueoperationare summarisedin Table 6.2. From this table it is clear that the imple-
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dom.
Table 62

Analysis of QueueImplementations

Type of Queue

Specification

Implementation

Priority

Always returns the element with the

Always returns the element with the

highest priority in the one copy

highest priority that is enqueued at

queue.

any copy of a replicatedqueue.

The element dequeuedis determined

The element dequeuedis determined

completelyby the current state of the

completely by the current stateof the

queuefor a total orderingrelation`>'.

replicated queuesfor a total ordering
relation `>'.

Multiple Priority

Always dequeuesan element that has

Always dequeuesthe elementwith the

either the highest priority of any el-

highest priority that is held by any

ementwaiting to bedequeuedor an el-

copy of a queue, however as not all

ement that has beendequeuedbefore

copiesare necessaryupdated,thesame

and that hasa priority greater thanany

element can be dequeuedmore than

elementwaitingto be dequeued

once. The number of times an ele-

The element dequeuedis not determined completelyby the current state
of thequeue.

ment can be dequeuedis relatedto the
final quorumsused in the implementation.
The elementdequeuedis determinedby
the current state of the replicated
queuesand the initial quorumusedfor
theoperation.

-312Outof OrderPriority Alwaysdequeues
anelementif oneis

Elementsarenotnecessarily
dequeued

waiting to be dequeued,but elements

in priority order. However, elements

in any «der.
are dequeued

cannot be dequeuedmore than once

The element dequeuedis not deter-

becauseall initial quorumsare notified

mined completelyby thecurrent state
of the queue.

of any dequeueoperations. A dequeue
operationcan fail even when thereare
elements waiting to be dequeued at
sites outside the initial quorum used
by the implementation.
The elementdequeuedis determined
by
the current state of the replicated
queuesand the initial quorumusedfor
the operation.

DegeneratePriority

Always dequeuesan elementif one is

Elementsare not necessarilydequeued

waiting to be dequeued,but elements

in priority order and elementscan be

are not dequeuedin priority order and

dequeuedmore than once. The num-

elementscanbe dequeuedany number

ber of times an element can be de-

of times.

queued is related to the number of

The element dequeuedis not deter-

sites and the final quorum used in the

mined completelyby the current state

implementation. A dequeueoperation

of thequeue.

can fail even when thereare elements
waiting to be dequeuedat sites outside
the initial quorum used by the imple-

mentation.
Theelementdequeuedis determined
by
the current state of the replicated
queuesand the initial quorumusedfor
theoperation.

-313Applying the three data refinement conditions for implementations and specifications has the
advantage of standardising the verification procedure. Without a framework for the verification, it is very easy to miss important checks, such as ensuring that there exist states that
satisfy the predicatesin the schemas.
A more flexible approach is to adoptedproof sketches to verify that the dequeue behaviour
defined by the specification is also defined by the implementation, and vice versa. A brief
and informal proof sketch is given for each of the four queues analysed in this chapter. A
disadvantageof the proof sketchesof the behaviour of the implementation with respect to the
specification is that they encompassonly the dynamic aspect of the behaviour. They do not
address the relationship between the abstract and concrete states for the operations to take
place.
in addition to verifying implementations correct with specification, proof sketches are used
in this chapter to discharge proof obligations in a similar manner to that described in Section
3.8.2.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

This thesis has shown how proof sketchescan be usefully applied in the design of complex
systems. The systems are described at a high level of abstraction using the Z notation, and
proof sketchesare usedto verify complete descriptions of the systems.

7.1

Complete Descriptions

Completedescriptionsin theZ notationcontainall theinformationnecessaryto determinethe
behaviourof a system. The responseof the systemto any condition is determinedwithout
recourseto informationoutsidetheformal descriptions.In all threestudiesin this thesis,the
informationusedby theoperationschemasidentifiestheoperationrequired. This meansthat
whenseveraloperationschemasareconnectedandsimplified, the resultantpredicateis still
separatedinto segmentsthatreferto eachtype of operation.Identifiable segmentsin schema
expansionsassistin the formulation of proof sketchesand reducethe relianceon either informal text or assumedknowledge.
Using a unified approach with all operation schemasin a system permits a description the
of
system to be represented as single schema equation that is a comprehensive model of the
system. This approach is taken with all the implementations in this thesis, for example
Network

Imp (Section 3.3.7), DBS_Imp (Section 5.5) and Queue_Imp

(Section 6.2.2).

Proof sketchesbasedon the complete descriptions of implementations are able to identify the
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sketches in Sections 5.6.2 and 6.2.3 illustrate the identification of predicates using the name
of operations.
Preconditions determine the conditions under which operations are performed. The preconditions of a system are calculated by connecting the preconditions of the operations together, thereby forming a complete statement of the conditions in which the system will respond. If each operation schema includes a meansof identifying the operation, then this information is retained by the preconditions and is available in the complete statement of preconditions for the system.
Simulation is an important technique in a design process. A single complete description of a
system means that simulations can be performed basedon the input information, without requiring additional information to determine which operation is to be performed by the system.

This thesishasdemonstratedthe lengthof descriptionsin the Z notationrequiredto express
specificationsand implementationsof moderatelycomplexsystems.To be meaningful,the
descriptionsmustincludeboth formal componentsexpressedin the Z notationandinformal
componentsto give the intendedinterpretationsof the schemas. This inevitably resultsin
descriptionsoccupyingmany pagesof text and givesrise to problems of organisingthe information.

7.2

Proof Sketches

A proof sketch is an outline of a proof demonstration. There is a wide variation in the
amountof detail in aproof sketch. For example,a single sentencefor proof obligationsfor
free data typesandseveralpagesfor therepresentationof serializationgraphsin Chapter5.
Theproof sketchesin this thesisrangefrom a few lines to severalpages,but they areall intentionally liberal in their approachto what constitutesa proof. The emphasisis on usefulnessratherthan formality.
Oneof theproblemswith proof sketchesis that theycan containmistakes. Even well established proofs have been found to contain errors after being acceptedfor many years
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can be verified formally, however, proof demonstrations are still subject to the limitation of
the specification being correct, seeSection 1.1.3.
7.2.1

Success of Proof Sketches

This thesis has shown that proof sketchescan fulfil the role of discharging basic proof obligations. Examples of proof obligations are given in Chapters 3,5 and 6 for given sets, free
data types, initial states and the maintenance of invariants for operation schemas.
Discharging proof obligations give a high level of confidence about the validity of descriptions in the Z notation. Proof demonstration of the basic proof obligations in this thesis
would be difficult, even with automatedtools.
Difficulties in constructing proof sketches are indications of potential problems in verifica-

tion. Any difficulty in constructingproof sketchesfor any aspectof a descriptionwill also
be presentin a much magnifiedform in proof demonstrations.
Proof sketches have also been demonstrated in this thesis to be successful at verifying implementations with respect to specifications. The specifications are given in several different
forms: in terms of simple predicate logic terms representingproperties (Chapter 3); complex
schema representation of a mathematical property (Chapter 5); and models of required behaviour (Chapter 6).
Mathematical theories can be introduced into proof sketches to assist in the completion of
their tasks. Chapter 5 incorporates a mathematical theory in a verification process by expressing the theory in terms of the Z notation. This helps understanding both the theory and
the actual verification. Section 5.6.2 usesa proof sketch that refers to a representation in the
Z notation of a mathematical theory basedon replicated data serialization graphs. Section
5.6.1 usesa proof sketch that does not refer to a formal expression of the same mathematical
theory, but the understanding of the theory derived from the expression in the Z notation
helped to construct the proof sketch.

Proof sketchesin this thesis,in addition to discoveringa few slips, revealedassumptions
about the sizeof given sets(Theorem3.3 in Section3.4), differencesin an assumptionin a
specificationandan implementation(typeof precedencerelationsin Section5.6.2),anddif-
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between queuesrevealed by proof sketchesis summarised in Table 6.2).
Proof sketchesprovide an opportunity of questioning the validity of implementation, thereby
providing a good review process. Diagrams also provide a good opportunity of examining
the descriptions written in the Z notation. In particular, the possible conflicts between operation schemasthat use the samestatecomponents are not obvious from the descriptions in
the Z notation. Showing interactions in the form of diagrams clearly reveal possible problems. Most of problems can be resolved by revising the preconditions and schema definitions.
In addition to helping to verify descriptions,diagrams are used to enhance the descriptions in
this thesis by:

I

crossreferencingschemasby showing thepagenumbersof their definitions, this is
usefulin thelargedescriptionsin all threestudies

2

indicatingthestructureof schemasthat includeother schemas,e.g. Figure 5.1

3

indicatingtheinteractionbetweenschemas,e.g. Figure 3.1 and 3.2.

7.2.2 Proof Framework
The approach taken in this thesis has been to construct complete descriptions of systems in
which the input information is basedon the form of information that is expected to be used
in the final systems.

The following list of five areasdescribeshow proof sketchesare usedin this thesisand the
list provides a good framework for using the Z notation in a design process:

1

Checkconsistencyof all givensetsandfree type definitions. Confirm that standard
setscan replacethe given setsand leadto a consistentmodel, henceverifying that
thereis at leastone feasiblesolution. Ensurethatany recursivebranchesin freetype
definitionsdo not causeproblems.

2

Checkdata invariants for eachoperationschema. Breaking type rules is common
and is difficult to check manually. CADIZ is usedin this thesis to type check all
schemas.Functionalpropertiescanbe violatedby someoperationsthat still obeythe
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functional override operator usedin this thesis reduces the checks to ensuring that an
overriding function is a partial function.
3

Check that the system has at least one valid state. Each component of the stateof the
systems hasan initial stateschemathat defines a valid initial state.

4

Calculate and simplify the preconditions for operation schemas. Preconditions are
important for checking that: the operations are performed when they are intended to
be performed; the operations are mutually exclusive; the complete statespace is covered; the preconditions are necessaryfor the refinement conditions. Appendices B. 2,
C.6 and D. 6 contain examplesof simplifying preconditions.

5

Verify that the implementation is correct with respect to a specification. Refinement
conditions give a good starting point for verification, but the requirements can be too
strict at high levels of abstraction. However, the three refinement conditions give a
good indication of what areasto examine, i. e. the applicability, the correctness and
the initialization of schemas.

Proof sketches in this thesis were supported by computer tools using by:

1

Type checkingby CADiZ. Enforcingthetyperulesfor theZ notationundercovered
severalsimpleerrors.

2

Type settingby CADiZ. A clearlayout helpedmanualchecking of schemadefinitions.

3

Expansion of schemasprovided by CADiZ. This was of limited use because CADiZ
does not expand schema definition that used the SEoperator, but does expand all
predicates included in schemadefinitions which is sometimes unnecessary.

4

Simplification of Preconditions.This was facilitatedby usingcut andpastetype of
commandson word processor.

7.2.3 Difficulties

with Proof Sketches

Complexity of descriptionsmakesproof sketchesstrictly basedon the informationcontained
in the schemasdifficult. However,convincingproof sketchescan be constructedusing an
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Section5.6 for two proof sketchesthatignorelargepartsof thedetailsin the formal descriptions.
If part of the descriptions are defined weakly, then verification of proof obligation will also
appear weak. Chapter 6 includes functions (Create_Bag

and Create_Q)

that linked

queues and histories of operations. The two functions are primarily for reasons of verification, hence are not expected to be implemented and do not form an important part of the
specifications and implementations when viewed in isolation of each other. The connection
between histories and queues only becomeimportant when the implementations are verified
with respect to the specifications.
The Z notation does not have any formal mechanism for separating preconditions and postconditions in the predicate part of schemas. In this thesis the majority of the Schemasare
written so that the preconditions, involving the before variables, are separatefrom the postconditions, involving after variables. This separation helps to simplify preconditions, but
does sometimes result in extra variables being used therefore the style is not always followed, for instance see Section 5.4.3 for the schema Trans_Man_Commit.

7.3

Future Work

This thesisoutlinesfive areasin which proof sketchescanplay useful roles in the verification of implementationsat an early design stage. Thesefive areasprovide someguidance
about theproof obligationsthatshouldbedischarged.Additional work is requiredto create
a body of experiencethatwill providea rangeof techniquesof usingproof sketcheswith the
Z notationfor different applications.
More flexible computertools arerequiredto assistthe constructionof proof sketches.For
instance,the ability to expandschemadefinitionspartially, in a mannersimilar to that given
in the simplificationsin Appendix C.6, would be useful. Theexpansionsproducedby computertools shouldalsobe in aform thatpermittedfurthermanualmodification.
Automatedmethodsto assistproof such asB-Tool [Btool9l] are not useful becauseof the
lack of built in knowledge.Automatedmethodswill be moreproductiveif they areaimed
at
routinetaskssuchassimplificationof preconditions.
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types used at a lower level of abstraction. One of the difficulties in creating abstraction
Schemasis devising the relation between the two data types without imposing restrictions
that are not defined in the descriptions, seeSection 6.7. More research is neededinto the requirements of abstraction schemasand the checks that must be applied to verify that-the abstraction schemasare well defined.
A large number of Schemasare required to describe complex systems which makes cross
have to be reference. Diagrams
referencing awkward becauseof the number of pages that
are shown in this thesis to help by providing summaries of the relationships between
schemas. Greater help may be possible by computer tools, for instance creating a window
environment where several schemascan be in view simultaneously.
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Glossary

W

natural number

D'

positive natural number

Z

integers

I?

real numbers

n

conjunction

V

disjunction
implies

4

implied by

4

if and only if (equivalence)
negation
equivalence

V

for all (universal quantification)

3

thereexits(existentialquantification)

"

dot (suchthat)
vertical bar (such that)

x

cartesian product
maplet

relation
-ý

total function
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-+-4

partial function

AH)

partial finite function

N

injection

>+4

partial injection

>F)

partial finite injection

-ý

surjection
partial surjection
partial finite surjection
bijection

powerset
domain restriction
domain subtraction
range restriction
range subtraction

®

functionoverriding

9

forward relational composition

head

first element in a sequence

last

lastelementin a sequence

front

all the elements in a sequenceexcept the last

tail

all the elements in a sequenceexcept the first

dom

the domain of a function

ran

the range of a function

seq

sequence

seq1 Setof finite non-emptysequences
length
ti
sequence
(

opensequencebracket
closesequencebracket

1

sequence
restriction

f

sequence
rangerestriction
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0

empty set

F

set membership
not set membership

C

strict set inclusion
set inclusion

fl

set intersection (set and)

U

set union (set or)

(1

distributed set intersection (distributed and)

U

distributed set union (distributed or)

D

strict super set
super set
not set inclusion

(Z

not strict set inclusion

U

union bag

openbag bracket
D

closebag bracket
not equals

<

less than or equal to
greater than or equal to

=

equal to
prime

»

pipe line

I-

theorem
syntactically equivalent to

4

openbindingbracket
closebindingbracket
Setdifference
Inverse
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